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CHAPTER 1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
The removal of sulfur containing species in petrochemical feed stocks is one of the 
most important processes in refining oil. Burning these organosuliiir compounds results in the 
production of sulfur oxides, which are leading contributors to acid rain. The presence of 
sulfur also results in corrosion and decreased performance of gasoline and diesel fuels. The 
most important process in sulfur removal is hydrodesulfurization (HDS). During the process 
of HDS, sulfur is removed from organic compounds through catalytic reactions in the 
presence of hydrogen forming hydrogen sulfide and hydrocarbon products. 
Both raw petroleum and coal contain significant amounts of sulfur. Petroleum 
contains between O.OS and 6.0 weight percent sulfur, while coal contains between 0.4 to 4.3 
weight percent sulfur (1,2). Between 0.3 and 2.0 percent of the common forms of sulfur are 
present as organically bound sulfur. The most common forms of these sulfur compounds are 
thiols, disulfides, sulfides, thiophenes, benzothiophenes, dibenzothiophenes, 
benzonaphthothiophenes, and benzodibenzothiophenes (listed in decreasing order of reactivity 
towards HDS (3)). 
Industrially used HDS catalysts are prepared as cobalt molybdenum oxides or nickel 
tungsten oxides and are dispersed on high surfiice area alumina supports. The working 
catalysts are formed fi'om these oxides through heating in a H2S atmosphere. Under these 
conditions the oxidic form of the catalysts become sulfided leading to a CoMoS or NiWS 
structure. The exact form of these catalysts is complex however M0S2 has been identified as 
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an integral part of these catalysts (4). Although there is some question about the nature of ihe 
active species in these catalysts. It is generally thought that a reduced molybdenum oxidation 
state is an integral part of the activity of these materials (5,6). 
Our group has discovered an alternative to these catalysts which have a known 
molecular structure and are stable and active HDS catalyst (7-11). These alternative HDS 
catalysts, known as Chevrel phase catalysts, are ternary molybdenum sulfides with the general 
formula MxMoeSs where over 4S different metallic elements can be substituted for the ternary 
component M. The metal rich environment of these catalyst leads to a lower Mo oxidation 
state than conventional HDS catalysts. The low Mo oxidation state of Chevrel phase catalysts 
(ranging from +2 to +2 2/3) is thought to be related to their HDS activity (12). 
The goals of this research are to produce a new group of high surface area reduced 
ternary molybdenum sulfides which are active and stable HDS catalysts and to determine how 
these materials are active towards the desulfiirization of thiophenic molecules. Extensive 
characterization with techniques such as XPS, XRD, LRS, TP A, and IR have been utilized in 
an effort to examine possible active HDS sites and to determine how these catalysts change at 
different stages of development. New methods have been developed to maintain the reduced 
molybdenum oxidation state of these materials and to enhance their catalytic activity. The 
relationship between these new amorphous reduced molybdenum sulfides and the crystalline 
Chevrel phase has also been determined. 
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Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation consists of six chapters. Chapter 1 explains the scientific and 
industrial relevance of these new reduced molybdenum sulfide hydrodesulfurization catalysts. 
Chapter 2 is a literature review which gives a brief introduction into hydrodesulflirization and 
temperature-programmed analysis, primarily focusing on uses of temperature-progranuned 
analysis in hydrodesulfurization. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are papers written about new reduced 
ternary molybdenum sulfide catalysts. Although the author of this thesis was not the first 
author of the papers contained within chapters 4 and 5, he was one of the 2 principle 
investigators. He was very involved with writing the papers and conducted a significant 
amount of the experimentation. These chapters are presented in a form suitable for 
publication. Chapter 6 draws conclusions from this work and proposes direction for future 
research. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Conventional HDS Catalysts 
Most industrially used hydrodesuliurization (HDS) catalysts are synthesized from 
cobalt molybdenum oxides on AI2O3. Aqueous chemistry synthesis of these materials yields 
an oxidic Mo"^* dispersed on the support (1,2). However, it is not clear whether the 
molybdenum forms a monolayer, or if the molybdenum is grouped in small islands on the 
surface of the catalyst. The oxidic cobalt, C03O4, remains in intimate contact with the 
molybdenum oxide from inside the alumina matrix (3). 
These catalysts are activated through suifidation where the catalyst is heated to an 
elevated temperature under a flow of H2 and H2S. The combination of the cobalt promoter 
and the molybdenum sulfides on AI2O3 form the working catalyst. A number of different 
models have been proposed to describe these materials, and comprehensive reviews of these 
models and HDS in general were recently completed by Topsoe, Clausen and Massoth (4) and 
Grange and Vanhaeren (S). One model that has received recent attention is the CoMoS 
model. 
The CoMoS model is based on in-situ physiochemical measurements of the promoted 
HDS catalysts. It is one of the most widely accepted models for these materials because it is 
based on the characterization of the working catalyst. The CoMoS phase has been 
characterized by in-situ Mossbauer spectroscopy, extended x-ray absorption spectroscopy, 
and infrared spectroscopy (4). Through the use of these technique it has been determined that 
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MoSi-Iike crystallites form on the catalyst surfiice while the promoter atoms, Co and Ni, are 
present on the edges in five-fold co-ordinate sites. 
CoMoS catalysts do not have a strict stoichiometry with Co loadings ranging fi-om 
pure M0S2 (no Co) to full coverage of the five fold co-ordinated sites. In addition there are 
three Co containing phases, Co in the A1 lattice, Co present as CogSg, and Co in the Co-Mo-S 
phase. Catalytic activity has been linked to the promoter concentration in the Co-Mo-S 
phase, thus identifying this as the active phase. 
An alternate to the above model had previously been proposed by Delmon (6). In this 
model a CogSg phase is in contact with a separate M0S2 phase causing a synergism in catalytic 
activity. Spill-over hydrogen produced by the Co9Sg phase are thought to activate the 
material (6). 
Chevrel Phase Compounds 
A new series of ternary molybdenum sulfides were discovered by Chevrel et a/., (7) in 
1971. These materials, referred to as Chevrel phases, have the general form M^MosYg where 
M is a ternary metal, Y represents a chalcogen, and x ranges fi'om 0 to 4. Chevrel phases 
have been produced with over 4S different ternary metal cations. Substitutions have involved 
the replacement of the molybdenum with Nb, Ta, Re, Ru, or Rh and the chalcogen, typically 
sulfur, has been replaced by CI, Br, I or O. Binary compounds such as MoeSg have also been 
synthesized (8). 
Chevrel Phase compounds can be categorized in to two general classes. These classes 
are defined both by the structural properties and by the ternary compound associated with 
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them. The structural differences in these materials arise from the valence state and the size of 
the ternary atom. The first class of Chevrel phase compounds incorporate small ternary 
compounds such as Cu, Fe, Ni, or Co into their structure. The overall stoichiometry of the 
these compound can be varied according to the formula MxMoeSg where x is between 1.6 and 
4 .0. The second class of Chevrel compounds are those that incorporate large cations such as 
Ho, Pb, or Sn and have little or no variability in x, except for the case where mercury is 
present as the ternary metal (9). 
The structure of Chevrel phase compounds is based on a MoeSg (Fig. 1). The MoeSg 
cluster unit consists of a slightly distorted cube of sulfur atoms surrounding a distorted 
molybdenum octahedron. These clusters are linked together such that the six bridging 
chalcogens not located on the ternary axis act as either terminal ligands or bridging ligands for 
the six neighboring clusters. The strong linking of these compounds can be shown through 
the short, strong intercluster covalent Mo-S bonds with distances of 2.4-2.6A (10). These 
bonds are nearly as short as the intracluster Mo-S bond distances and can result in weak 
intercluster Mo-Mo interactions (3.1-3.4A). The intracluster Mo-Mo bonds are fairly strong 
with distances between 2.6S and 2.80A. 
The intracluster Mo-Mo bond distances are dependent on the number of valence 
electrons in the Moe octahedra. As the number of valence electrons in the Moe octahedra 
increases the Mo-Mo bond lengths become shorter. The number of valence electrons can be 
increased by an increased concentration of ternary atoms, or incorporating ternary atoms of 
higher valence. The MoeSg units are stacked on top of each other to form structures with 
rhombohedral geometries (Fig. 2). This arrangement yields two sets of cavities running along 
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Molybdenum 
Bridging Sulfur 
Terminal Sulfur 
Figure 1. Structure of tiie MosSg hexanuclear cluster unit. 
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Figure 2. Chevrel phase structure projected on the hexagonal plane (1120) illustrating the 
arrangement of the ternary atoms in a) PbMOfiSg, and b) CuxMogSg. 
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the ternary axis. The largest cavity is located at the center of the rhomboid cell. The smaller 
cavities lie on either side of the large cavity. These cavities are interconnected to form infinite 
channels along the rhombohedral axis. Each MoaSg cluster is bonded to six other MoeSg units 
to form the stable crystalline structure of these materials (10). The ternary compounds form a 
distorted cube structure with the comers containing the ternary atoms. These comer sites 
may be occupied by multiple temaiy atoms if the cations are small, or by only one atom if 
large cations are used. 
The oxidation state of these temary molybdenum sulfides is lower than that of 
conventional HDS catalyst. Conventional HDS catalysts have a Mo"^^ oxidation state, while 
Chevrel phase catalyst have an oxidation state of around The oxidation state of the 
Chevrel phase compounds is reduced for two reasons. The first is that the high molybdenum 
to sulfur ratio leads to a reduced molybdenum oxidation state. The second reason is that the 
addition of a metal cation atom further reduces the oxidation state by transferring electrons 
fi-om the temary component cations to the molybdenum octahedron(l 1). 
New Ternary Molybdenum Sulfides 
Nearly all of Chevrel phase compounds have been synthesized fi'om the temary metal, 
chalcogen, and molybdenum at 1000-1300°C. This solid state chemistry route leads to 
crystalline compounds which are both stable and active hydrodesulfurization catalysts. 
However do to the crystalline stmcture of these compounds surface areas around Im^/gm are 
generally seen. Recently a new lower temperature synthesis route has been attempted by 
Hilsenbeck et. al. (12,13) in an effort to produce material with higher surface area. The 
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structural similarity between MoeChi and Chevrel phases has led to its use as a precursor for 
Chevrel phase material. NasMosSg-slMeOH), (NaMoS) which was prepared through the 
reaction of MoeClu, NaSH, and NaOBu in butanol under reflux conditions for 4-5days has 
recently been synthesized. NaMoS is structurally similar to Chevrel phases while having a 
high surface area (ISOm^/gm). NaMoS is also insoluble in methanol which makes it 
convenient for further soluble metal salt ion exchange reactions (12,13). 
The presence of the MoeSs cluster unit characteristic of Chevrel phases has been seen 
in the NaMoS compounds using LRS, EXAFS and XPS. In XPS, which is sensitive to 
changes in the oxidation state, only a small difference in Mo3d5/2 binding area, 0.1-0.3, was 
seen between the new ternary molybdenum sulfides and Chevrel phases. While a difference of 
approximately 1.2eV was observed for the Mo3d3/2 binding energies of the MoeSg cluster 
compounds and the sulfided form of C0M0/AI2O3. The sulfided form of CoMoS has a 
binding energy of 228.9. This can be compared with the binding energies of227.2-227.9 for 
ternary molybdenum sulfides (MMoS) [M=Na,Co,Ni,Sn,Pb,La,Ho] and 227.3-228.2 for 
Chevrel phases. 
Hilsenbeck et al. have used EXAFS and other spectroscopic techniques to examine the 
stability of the MoeSg cluster during thermal deligation of isolated MoeSgLe complexes and to 
verify the presence of the binary MoeSg Chevrel phase (14). EXAFS has also been used to 
examine the structure of new reduced tin and lanthanum molybdenum sulfides prepared by the 
low temperature synthesis route. From these studies it was found that the cluster was present 
in the as prepared state and also was present after 4 hour pretreatments at 400°C and 700°C 
in hydrogen. The Mo-S intercluster bonds for these compounds were found to be somewhat 
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longer (2.65-2.70 A) than those found in Chevrel phases (2.55-2.59 A). Short Mo-0 bonds 
(1.8-1.95 A) were also seen for all of the SnMoS compounds as well as for the LaMoS 
compounds which had been pretreated at 400°C and TOCC in H2. It has been proposed that 
the oxygen in these compounds was present in the triply bridging sites. However, the 
mechanism for their formation was not fiilly understood (14). 
Temperature-Programmed Analysis 
In heterogeneous reaction systems, the major principle governing reactions is the 
interaction between the reactants and the catalyst surface. The understanding of this 
interaction has increased dramatically during recent years due in large part to the increased 
ability to characterize the catalyst surface. Most of these characterization techniques use ultra 
high vacuum techniques to keep the surface free from contamination. Some examples of these 
techniques are X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), Auger Electron Spectroscopy 
(AES), and Flash Desorption Spectroscopy (FDS). Despite their many strong points, these 
methods are limited to analyzing catalysts under high vacuum conditions. Temperature-
programmed analysis (TPA) provides a method for characterizing catalysts under atmospheric 
pressure and above (1). 
In temperature-programmed analysis the temperature is increased linearly as an inert 
carrier gas or a reactive gas flows over the catalyst. As the temperature increases, surface 
material can either desorb into the carrier gas stream as in temperature-programmed 
desorption (TPD), or react with the carrier gas to form a new compound as in temperature-
programmed reaction (TPRX). The concentration of these materials then can be monitored 
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and plotted as a function of temperature. These methods, developed by Amenomiya and 
Cvetanovic in 1963 (15,16), have extensive use in both industry and academia because of the 
its ability to gain information under operating conditions and the relative inexpensive nature of 
the equipment (17). 
Temperature-programmed desorption (TPD), temperature-programmed reaction 
(TPRX), and a special case of TPRX called temperature-programmed reduction (TPR), will 
be discussed in this section of the literature review. These TPA techniques have received 
considerable attention in characterizing many different catalytic systems; however, the focus 
of this text will be on the application of TPA to HDS catalysis. TPA has been used to 
characterize supported HDS catalysts because of its ability to analyze the active species in 
supported material. Additional uses of TPA include; characterization of the coke species in 
deactivated catalysts, determination of the binding energies and states of adsorbed molecules, 
determination of the dispersion of metals on support materials, and for the sulfidation of 
oxidic molybdenum catalysts (17). It is obvious that TPA has a wide range of applications 
depending on the individual catalysts and the nature of the active sites. 
Temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) is analogous to flash desorption, with the 
exception that a porous catalyst is used instead of a single crystal. Desorption product 
concentrations are recorded as an inert gas flows over the catalyst and the temperature is 
increased linearly. The concentrations of the products, or desorbing species, are monitored 
using mass spectroscopy and/or gas chromatography. From the concentration profiles, the 
desorption energy and binding states can be determined. Surface area, metal surface area, and 
metal dispersion can also be measured in some simple systems. 
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Desorption spectra are obtained by plotting the concentration of desorbing species in 
the product stream as a function of temperature. These spectra generally consist of a 
combination of broad and sharp peaks. The peak shape and the temperature of the peak 
maximum gives information on the desorption process and, in turn, will help elucidate how 
these molecules are adsorbed. The ability to correctly interpret the spectra determines how 
much information can be obtained. Many different models have been proposed for different 
catalyst systems, and a comprehensive review of these is given by Bhatia et al. (18). 
Temperature-programmed reaction is very similar to TPD; however, as the catalyst 
temperature is increased a reactive gas flows over the catalyst instead of an inert carrier gas. 
The reactive gas reacts with the catalyst or adsorbed material on the surface of the catalyst 
and the concentration of these new products is monitored. In HDS catalysis the most widely 
used TPRX method is temperature-programmed reduction. In TPR the temperature of a HDS 
catalyst, such as CoMoS, is increased linearly as a mixture of approximately 5% hydrogen in 
an inert carrier gas flows over the catalyst. The concentrations of H2, H2S, and H2O are 
monitored as the catalyst is reduced. This will be discussed in later in greater detail. 
Theory of Temperature-Programmed Analysis 
TPD and TPR have been used to study kinetics because of their ease of use and the 
amount of quick valuable information they can provide. In the simplest cases, it is possible to 
determine reaction order, rate constant, pre-exponential factor, and the activation energy from 
one experimental curve. In more complicated systems, the interpretation is more difficult; 
however, recent progress in the field has led to quantitative interpretations of these TPD/TPR 
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spectra. These interpretations are valid only when the models for nonhomogeneity of the 
surface, for lateral interactions and island distributions of the adsorbate, and for the nature of 
the preadsorbed state are all considered. 
Kinetic parameters can be determined from a single TPD spectrum on simple systems 
that have a homogenous, non-porous structure and only one type of active site. The 
procedure for determining the activation energy for this type of system is given below. The 
time dependence of the pressure is given by the following equation (19); 
where V is the volume of the system, W is the rate of desorption or leaking, s is the rate of 
evacuation, k is the Boltzmann constant, and Tgu is the temperature of the gas. These 
experiments are generally carried out by setting dP/dt = 0 or sP = 0. Under conditions where 
sP can be ignored, and there is negligible readsorption, the equation for an ideal adsorption 
layer is: 
where A is the surface area of the sample, k° is the pre-exponential factor, C is the surface 
concentration of the adsorbate, n is the kinetic order of desorption and T(t) is the temperature 
as a function of time. In TPD the concentration generally goes to a maximum, this can be 
defined as; 
(1 )  
W = Ak''C"exp[-E/RT(t)] (2) 
(3) 
which can also be expressed in the form: 
E/RT^=ln(B/lnB) 
B = (nk''T_C°J,)/b (4) 
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where b is the heating rate. This is the form of the equation that is used to experimentally 
determine activation energies of desorption. It turns out that the activation energy calculated 
in this manner is not very dependent on the parameter B, so a simplified version of this 
equation is often used. This equation is valid for reasonable values of the pre exponential 
factor for n = I or 2, and heating rates between 1-lOOOK/s. 
Equation S shows that activation energy of desorption is closely related to the temperature 
maxima of the desorption peaks. Even when quantitative information can not be derived, 
equation S is useful in qualitative analysis. There are other methods of solution for equation 
2, involving peak half Avidth (19). 
The previous equations have been derived for uniform surfaces with single desorption 
peaks, which are only applicable to ideal systems. Nearly all practical catalysts have different 
adsorption sites on their surfaces, in these cases a slightly different model needs to be used 
accounting for these different sites. This is done by assuming that the TPR/TPD spectra are 
actually a superposition of a number of different peaks, each associated with a different site. 
Equation 2 then can be calculated using: 
where the parameters involved are the i"* type of the surface sites. 
Another model exists which takes into account lateral interactions between adsorbate 
molecules. Lateral interactions can change the energy states of the adsorbed species, which in 
turn can change the effective activation energy for these molecules on the surface. It is easy 
to determine if there are lateral interactions by changing the concentration of the adsorbed 
E/RT„„ «25 max (5) 
(6) 
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particles and calculating the activation energy of desorption. One way of modeling these 
compounds is by making the activation energy a function of concentration (19), 
E  =  E o + a C  ( 7 )  
where a is the interaction parameter and is positive for attractive interaction and negative for 
repulsive interactions. These lateral interactions can cause surface islands of adsorbed species. 
This can lead to complicated TPR/TPD peaks that make the calculation of activation energies 
di£5cult. 
Re-adsorption changes the shapes of TPR/TPD spectra, and occurs predominantly in 
porous and highly dispersed catalysts. It also has strong impact on the calculated order of the 
catalyst (20). Re-adsorption is indicated by the presence of tails on the end of TPR/TPD 
spectra. 
Quantitative information for the reaction order, pre-exponential factor, and the 
activation energy of hydrodesulflirization catalysts is very difiicult for non-homogenous 
surfaces; however much knowledge has been gained about the qualitative nature of the active 
sites from the use of these ideas and techniques (19). 
Experimental Description 
A small amount of catalyst (10-200mg) is loaded into a quartz or stainless steel 
reactor. The reactor and the catalyst are then heated up in a furnace while a carrier gas flows 
continuously over the catalyst. A suitable detector or detectors then analyze the carrier gas 
downstream. Cvetanovic and Amenomiya (15,16) pioneered work in this area. They passed a 
carrier gas through a molecular sieve and liquid nitrogen trap, which removed traces of air and 
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water. The carrier gas stream then passed through a buffer region and separated into two 
streams by two capillary tubes. The first line went to a reference TCD, while a second line 
went to the reactor and then to another TCD. The two lines were then recombined and 
passed through another buffer region, after which the gases were pumped away. The buffer 
regions in this setup were used to smooth out jagged peaks. The vacuum pumps allow 
operation at pressures below 1 atm, enhancing the concentrations of desorbing gases in the 
carrier gas stream and thus increasing the signal to noise ratio. The major drawback of this 
design is the inability of the detector to separate, or distinguish, different gases evolving from 
the catalyst. After this initial design many modifications were implemented including a few 
which are described here. 
Nag et al. (21) used a similar apparatus. However, rather then continuously 
monitoring the gas stream with a TCD, they periodically injected the effluent gas stream into a 
gas chromatograph. They had the ability to feed H2S, H2 or He to the reactor, which was a 
.32-cm id stainless steel tube packed with inert aluminum powder. The reactor was heated 
with a stainless-steel block controlled by a Hewlett-Packard Model 240 temperature 
programmer. The feed fi'om the catalyst was injected into the gas chromatograph through an 
eight-way Carle valve. The gas chromatograph used a ISO-cm Porapak Q (100-200 mesh) 
column thermostated at TS^C. This colunm was chosen for its ability separate H2O and H2S. 
The use of a gas chromatograph and a Porapak Q column enabled Nag et al. (21) to separate 
the gases in the effluent stream, and to achieve increased resolution. 
Amoldy and co-workers (22) combined the use of a TCD detector and a mass 
spectrometer. They had the ability to feed H2S, H2 or Ar to the reactor, which consisted of a 
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5-7inm i.d. quartz tube with two quartz wool plugs holding the catalyst in place. After 
flowing gases over the catalyst, the product stream flowed through a T-intersection with 0.1% 
of the total product stream going to a Riber QS lOOB mass spectrometer. A leak valve was 
used to send the produa stream to the mass spectrometer. The other 99.9% of the product 
stream passed through a S A molecular sieve colunu, which functioned to remove variations in 
the H2S and fl20 concentrations. Variations in the concentrations of HjS and H2O were 
buffered using the molecular sieve, resulting in constant concentrations in the product stream. 
The product stream then passed through a thermal conductivity detector with the fluctuations 
in signal intensity being completely ascribed to the H2 concentrations in the reactor. The TCD 
monitored the H2, while the mass spectrometer was used to determine the identity and amount 
of the other desorbing gases, which were predominantly H2O and H2S. This method is 
especially useful in TPRX where the ability to continually monitor multiple desorbing gases is 
important 
Magnus and co-workers (23) used a TCD to monitor the carrier gas and H2. A UV-
spectrophotometer monitored the H2S production in temperature program reduction and 
temperature-programmed sulfidation. They had the ability to flow H2S, H2 and Ar to the 
reactor, which consisted of a 4.Smm id quartz tube and was heated up inside an oven. The 
product stream from the reactor then went to a Perkin-Elmer C75 UV-spectrophotometer. 
This UV-spectrophotometer was set at 200nm in adsorption mode to measure the H2S 
concentration, which was linearly proportional to the signal. The product stream then went 
through a molecular sieve and an alumina-supported MoOa catalyst to trap the H2O and H2S. 
The H2 concentration was monitored using a TCD downstream from the molecular sieves. 
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The product stream then passed through a FID to determine the amount of CH4 present, 
which evolves from the AI2O3 support. 
Arena et ai (24) proposed a system where both the feed and the product stream are 
continually monitored. Through the use of this method, rate data from the system can be 
obtained very quickly. They used this system in the partial oxidation of methane to 
formaldehyde. A reaction mixture of He, CH4 and O2 flowed over the SiOa, MoOS/SiOz or 
V2OS catalyst. The feed stream was monitored by a Themolab quadrupole mass spectrometer. 
The feed gas was introduced to the mass spectrometer through a capillary inlet system heated 
to 180°C. The feed stream was then fed to the 4 mm i.d. quartz reactor and the products 
passed through an online Hewlett-Packard 5890A gas chromatograph equipped with a two 
column analysis system and a TCD, where all of the products were analyzed. 
Most recently Labruyere et al. (25) designed a TPR system where the total pressure in 
the reactor could be held between 10-70 bar. The carrier gas, hydrogen or nitrogen, was fed 
through a West 3810 pressure controller to a tubular upflow fixed-bed reactor. The reactor 
consisted of 316 stainless steel outer tube with 8.9 mm i.d. and an inner quartz tube with 8 
mm o.d. A sulfur resistant 0-ring allows the inner quartz tube to be hung in the stainless steel 
reactor. The catalyst bed is located between two quartz wool plugs. The product stream is 
analyzed with a Fisons Instruments mass spectrometer equipped with a quadrupole analyzer 
working in Faraday mode. The product stream is continually fed to the mass spectrometer 
using a silica capillary tube heated at 3S3°K. This setup is the first to conduct TPR 
measurements at pressures above 1 atm which is important because many industrial processes 
using transition metal sulfides take place at elevated pressures. 
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Temperature-Programmed Desorption of HDS catalysts 
Hydrodesulfurization catalysts have a complex nature, which makes the use ot tne 
available quantitative models in TPD difficult. Despite this limitation TPD has been used to 
qualitatively understand HDS catalysts. Hydrogen, hydrogen sulfide and water have been the 
predominant gases monitored in these experiments. In a typical TPD experiment, a catalyst is 
cooled fi"om high temperature, typically around 600°C, to ambient temperature in a stream of 
hydrogen or hydrogen sulfide in an inert carrier gas. After the adsorbate has been adsorbed 
on the surface of the catalyst, the catalyst is heated and desorption of hydrogen and/or 
hydrogen sulfide are monitored. 
Nag and coworkers (21) examined NiW/Al203, NiMo/Al203, and C0M0/AI2O3 using 
TPD. All of these catalysts exhibited a low temperature H2S peak at around 160°C. This low 
temperature peak always had the largest intensity, and was attributed to H2S physically 
adsorbing to the catalyst surface during the presulfiding treatment. A fingerprint region 
followed this intense peak, with each catalyst having unique pattern of small peaks. This 
fingerprint region resulted fi'om the complex nature of these catalysts. 
Burch and Collins (26) used TPD to analyze sulfided Ni/Mo/Alumina. The alumina 
support was the first material tested after the presulfiding treatment and exposure to 
hydrogen. The y-Al203 support showed two peaks of H2S desorption; the first peak was at 
381°K and the second was at S60''K. The first was attributed to the Bronsted acid sites 
consisting of OH groups in the support, which were likely formed by physical adsorption of 
hydrogen during the exposure to hydrogen. The high temperature peak was due to Al^"^ Lewis 
acid sites that coordinate the H2S molecule more strongly. 
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A Mo/alumina catalyst was also examined using TPD. This catalyst had a low 
temperature desorption peak at 380°K, an unresolved desorption peak at SOO^K, and a high 
temperature desorption peak at 773°K. The 773°K peak was attributed to the H2S desorbing 
from molybdenum sulfide crystallites found within this catalyst. The two lower temperature 
peaks were attributed to HjS desorbing from the support. 
Temperature Programmed Reduction of HDS Catalysts 
Temperature-programmed reduction is a form of TPRX where hydrogen is used as the 
reactive gas flowing over the catalyst, and the concentrations of H2, H2O, and H2S are 
monitored. Through monitoring these three compounds, the origin of the products can be 
determined. If hydrogen uptake is accompanied by a H2S production peak, a sulfur species is 
being reduced. When the hydrogen uptake peak and H2O peak are seen at the same 
temperature, a oxygen containing species is being reduced. If hydrogen sulfide or water 
production peaks are seen without the corresponding hydrogen uptake peaks, it can be 
assumed that water or hydrogen sulfide is desorbing from the catalyst. A hydrogen uptake or 
production peak without a corresponding product peak can be attributed to adsorption or 
desorption of hydrogen on the catalyst surface. This method has found widespread use in 
HDS catalysis. HDS conditions require that the catalyst be in a hydrogen atmosphere during 
the reaction. This has led many to investigate the relationship of activity to reducibility of 
various sulfur species within these catalysts. 
Nag et al. (21) were the first to examine the family of molybdenum HDS catalysts. 
They monitored H2O H2S production and H2 uptake using three different catalysts; 
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NiW/AljOs, NiMo/AliOs, and C0M0/AI2O3. These catalysts were first sulfided and then 
underwent TPD in a He atmosphere. For each of these catalysts, reduction of the sulfided 
form began at around 473®K with a steep rise in HjS production between 673°K and 773°K. 
The deconvolution of these peaks suggest two low temperature peaks observed at 563 °K and 
663°K for C0-M0/AI2O3, 573°K and 623°K for Ni-Mo/AlaOs, and 523°K and 623°K for Ni-
W/AI2O3. These two peaks were ascribed to the transition metals on the surface because the 
alumina support only shows a monatomic increase in the rate of H2S production. 
The high temperature monatomic rise in H2S production is always accompanied by the 
commencement of water evolution. Water is formed as the oxides in the alumina support are 
reduced by H2. TPR studies on the alumina support confirmed this hypothesis with a 
monatomic increase in H2S production seen at temperatures above 673°K. 
Nag and coworkers (21) also examined the cause for the low temperature peaks. The 
first low temperature peak was ascribed to the reduction of a molybdenum monolayer. This 
monolayer was confirmed using Raman spectroscopy. The second H2S peak was produced by 
the reduction of M0S2 crystallites. 
Burch and Collins (26) exammed M0/AI2O3, which showed reduction fi'om 490°K to 
600°K. The H2S concentration then began to plateau with only a small decrease in H2S 
concentration until 773°K, where the concentration dropped significantly indicating the 
completion of reduction. The 773°K peak was attributed to H2S desorption from the Mo 
sulfide, while the lower two peaks can be ascribed to support effects. 
Burch and Collins (26) also examined the NiMo/alumina catalyst, which had a broad 
H2S peak between 600°K and 700''K. These spectra showed that in a NiMo/alumina catalyst. 
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the TPR profiles were significantly different than either the Ni/alumina or the Mo/alumina. 
They concluded that these spectra were not just a binary combination of Ni/alumina and 
Mo/alumina. 
Brito et al. (27,28,29) also examined the NiMo/AlaOs. However, they focused on the 
hydrogen uptake during reduction, rather than water or hydrogen sulfide production. They 
examined such parameters as calcination temperature, sulfidation temperature, and Ni and Mo 
loading on the AI2O3. 
Ni/Al203 showed two broad superimposed hydrogen uptake peaks. The lower 
temperature peak was similar to NiO and showed a sharp peak at around 773°K. The higher 
temperature peak was sinular to bulk NiAl204 and gave a broad tail to the hydrogen 
consumption peak at 1073°K. 
M0/AJ2O3 showed two sharp peaks of hydrogen uptake. The first of which, thought 
to result fi-om partial reduaion of very dispersed polymolibdate species, occurred at 773 °K. 
The higher temperature peak was ascribed to the reduction of tetrahedrally coordinated 
molybdate groups which appeared at 1173°K. 
Many of the differences in the TPD and TPR spectra obtained by these groups can be 
attributed to differences in pretreatment and the presulfiding treatment. Brito et al. (27,28,29) 
had a more comprehensive study than either Nag et al. (21) or Burch and Collins (26). As 
discussed previously Burch and Collins (26) conducted a number of studies on NiMo/Al203, 
but only took TPR patterns up to 773°K. This did not allow them to identify all of the 
reducing species. Brito et al. (27,28,29) show that the tetrahedrally coordinated molybdate 
groups are not fully reduced until temperatures of nearly 1200°K. 
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Abstract 
Pretreatment of a new reduced lanthanum molybdenum sulfide hydrodesulfurization 
catalysts in flowing H2 has been investigated. Following pretreatment at 800°C the catalyst 
surface area decreased fi'om 175 m^/g to 13 m^/g. A similar trend in the reduction of surface 
area fi'om 40 mVg to 12 m^/gm was observed following hydrodesulfurization of thiophene at 
400°C. The loss in surface area was accompanied by an increase in the average pore diameter 
due to the loss of pores with diameters less than lOOA. XPS and TPR were used to examine 
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Department of Chemistiy 
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the Mo oxidation state as a function of pretreatment temperature. Two types of surface 
oxygen were present which reduced at 250''C and 950°C. Transformation of the amorphous 
La(Mo6Sg)Si.5 to crystalline Chevrel phase La(Mo6Sg) was also observed using TPR and XRD 
at 1000°C. 
Introduction 
Hydrotreating has received substantial attention in recent literature due to legislation 
which has significantly reduced the allowable sulilir content in diesel and other fossil fuels. 
Current hydrotreating catalysts are strained to meet these requirements in an economically 
feasible manor. With further reductions in the amount of allowable sulfur in fuels likely, it is 
important to study new materials which could lead to new improved hydrotreating catalysts. 
In our research, we have discovered a new series of active hydroprocessing catalysts 
[]]. These new catalysts have a characteristic structural unit based on the MoeSg cluster; the 
general composition is specified as M^MoeSg, where M is the ternary metal cation. Two 
methods have been used to prepare these catalysts. Solid state synthesis at high temperatures 
(I000°C-1300°C) has been used to synthesize Chevrel phase materials [1]. Catalysts prepared 
in this manor are highly crystalline with low surface areas (1-2 m^/g). A new low temperature 
synthesis route has recently been discovered [2,3], Products of this new low temperature 
synthesis route are amorphous in nature and have surface areas as high as 200m^/g [4]. Both 
of these synthesis routes yield materials with similar activity (1.09 x 10*' m^/g) [4]. However, 
the low temperature synthesis route maintains a much higher surface area under HDS 
conditions. Pretreatment of these new amorphous reduced ternary molybdenum sulfides in H2 
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has been shown to stabilize the MoeSg cluster unit and yield a more active 
hydrodesulflirization (HDS) catalyst [4,S]. 
In this paper the changes that these catalysts undergo during pretreatment will be 
determined. Characterization techniques such as temperature-programmed analysis, X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction will be used to understand changes in 
oxidation states, determine types of surface species and examine the conversion of these new 
materials to the crystalline Chevrel phase. Surface area and porosity measurements will also 
be used to determine the changes in the pore structure of these materials. This paper will 
focus on ternary lanthanum molybdenum sulfide (LaMoS) compounds. 
Experimental Methods 
High-yield preparations of the amorphous ternary molybdenum sulfide 
Na3(Mo6Sg)Si.5*y(MeOH) (y=4-5) were performed by the reaction of MosCl^ with NaSH and 
NaOBu in refluxing n-BuOH followed by a MeOH wash to remove the NaCl by-product. [3] 
Ion-exchange reactions in MeOH of the soluble lanthanum nitrate hexahydrate salt with the 
insoluble Na3(Mo6Sg)Si.s*y(MeOH) resulted in the formation of the ternary lanthanum 
molybdenum sulfide compound, LaMo6S9.s*y(MeOH) (LaMoS). Stoichiometery for this 
material was calculated using a charge balance and confirmed with microprobe analysis [4]. 
Due to their reduced oxidation state NaMoS and LaMoS are air sensitive. Therefore, all 
manipulations were performed by the use of an inert atmosphere drybox, a high-vacuum 
manifold, and Schlenk techniques, unless otherwise stated. 
Hydrogen pretreatment studies were completed in a Lindberg/Blue 55035 tube 
furnace. Pretreatment involved placing the catalyst in an alumina boat inside a quartz tube. 
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The furnace was heated at 20°C/min to the desired temperature (200-800°C) and held for 4 
hours at 1 barr in flowing hydrogen. The catalyst was then cooled to room temperature in 
flowing hydrogen and transferred into a drybox. 
Temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) and reduction (TPR) studies were 
completed using a 6mm O.D. 4mm I.D. quartz reactor and Teflon lined stainless steel tubing. 
The sample temperature was controlled using an Omega 2010 programmable temperature 
controller. A Varian 3600cx gas chromatograph with a thermal conductivity detector and a 
UTI lOOC residual gas analyzer were used to analyze the gas stream. Product separation in 
the gas chromatograph was carried out with a 8' glass lined Hayesep Q column. A schematic 
of the apparatus used in these experiments is given in figure 1. In temperature-programmed 
desorption (TPD) studies nitrogen was used as the carrier gas and the carrier gas flow was 
held at 10 seem. The heating rate for TPD studies was held at 5°C/niin. For the temperature-
programmed reduction (TPR) studies a 10% mixture of Ha in N2 was fed over the catalyst 
with N2 flow held at 10 seem and H2 flow at 1 seem. The heating rate in TPR studies was 
held at 10°C/min. These heating rates were chosen to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio while 
maintaining acceptable resolution. In TPA experiments LaMoS was first heated to 800°C in 
flowing N2 (TPD). After TPD was completed the catalyst was cooled in flowing N2 and then 
underwent TPR. In the XRD and XPS studies the TPA experiments were hahed at different 
stages and the LaMoS was removed and analyzed. 
Characterization of the LaMoS compounds using infi'ared spectroscopy (FTIR), 
electron microprobe analysis, and Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) 
analysis have been reported previously [4,5]. In our current work we have focused on laser 
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Raman spectroscopy (LRS), X-ray photoeiectron spectroscopy (XPS) and powder X-ray 
diffraction (XRD). Laser Raman spectra were obtained using a Coherent 532-50 diode-
pumped solid state laser, (532 nm, 50 mW at the source) a Kaiser Holospec fi'l .8 
spectrometer and a Princeton Instruments CCD (1100x330). XPS data were collected with a 
Physical Electronics Industries 5500 multitechnique surface analysis system using a 
monochromatic MgAT source; binding energies were calibrated with adventitious carbon 
assuming C Is = 284.6 eV. XRD was carried out using a Scintag 2000 diffractometer with 
Cu Ka radiation. 
Surface area and porosity data were examined using a Micromeretics ASAP 20IOC 
adsorption isotherm surface analyzing system. Nitrogen was used as the adsorbing gas at 
77°K for both surface area and porosity studies. The BET equation was employed for the 
surface area calculation. The average pore diameter was determined using analysis based on 
the method developed by Barrett, Johner and Halenda (known as the BJH method) for pores 
with diameters greater than 20A [6,7]. 
Results 
Stucfy of Surface Structure 
Surface area and average pore diameters of LaMoS were examined after nine different 
pretreatment temperatures (Figure 2). The initial surface area of LaMoS was 176mVg; this 
surface area decreased as the pretreatment temperature increased. After pretreatment at 
800°C for four hours, the surface area was 1 ImVg. The average pore diameter increased with 
the pretreatment temperature (Figure 2); the average pore size increased from 60A for the as-
prepared material to nearly 300A after pretreatment at SOO'^C. 
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Surface area and porosity data were also obtained after exposure to HDS conditions 
for 10 hours. Following HDS reactions these catalysts were transferred under inert conditions 
to an inert atmosphere drybox and then placed BET sample tubes in a drybox to minimize 
oxygen contamination. Figure 3 shows the surface area and average pore diameter data for 
the post-HDS reaction samples. At temperatures less than 400°C, little change in the surface 
area as a function of pretreatment temperature was noted, although pretreatment at 200°C 
yielded a slightly higher post-HDS surface area than materials in the as-prepared state or after 
pretreatment at 400°C in H^. Surface areas decreased for pretreatment temperatures above 
400°C. The average pore diameter of the post-HDS catalyst decreased from 100 A with no 
pretreatment to 78A after 400°C pretreatment. After 400°C, the average pore diameter then 
increased to 200A after Ha pretreatment at 800®C. 
Temperature-Programmed Analysis 
Temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) studies on the as-prepared material 
determined the relative amounts of gas evolving from the catalysts as a function of 
temperature (Figure 4). The low temperature catalyst synthesis route leads to the presence of 
solvents (from the ion exchange reaction) and water (from the La(N0)3 6H2O) in the catalyst. 
Methanol was removed from the catalyst at temperatures between SO°C and 2S0°C (Figure 
4). The methanol peak at 100°C resuhed from methanol which was present in the pore 
structure of the catalyst. The methanol detected at 16S°C evolved from the coordination 
sphere of the ternary metal cation. Water was detected at 125°C and 195°C and at 325°C. 
The low temperature peak resulted from water evolving from the pore structure of the catalyst 
while the second peak resulted from water evolving from the coordination sphere of the 
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ternary metai cation. Carbon dioxide evolved from the catalyst between 125°C and 325°C 
and had a maximum at 280°C. Small amounts of hydrogen were present throughout the TPD 
experiment with two peaks at 180°C and 320°C. 
Temperature-programmed reduction (TPR) studies were conducted on catalysts which 
had previously undergone TPD to 800°C. TPR studies on these catalysts with a 10% Ha in Ni 
atmosphere showed hydrogen consumption, water production, and hydrogen sulfide 
production (Figure 5). A reduction peak at 250°C showed hydrogen consumption as well as 
water production indicating the reduction of an oxygen-containing species in the catalyst. A 
second hydrogen consumption peak and water production peak occurred at 8S0°C. The high 
temperature of this peak results from the reduction of a strongly bound oxygen species in the 
catalyst. Reduction of a sulfur species to form hydrogen sulfide began at around 1000°C and 
continued to increase at temperatures up to 1200°C (the maximum temperature attainable). 
A second TPR was completed in an undiluted H2 atmosphere (Figure 6). It was not 
possible to determine the hydrogen uptake under these conditions due to the large amount of 
hydrogen present in the system. However, TPR did show both water production and H2S 
production. The low temperature water production peak occurred at 2S0°C and the high 
temperature water production peak was at 780°C. The H2S production peak began at 800°C 
and peaked at 1050°C. The TPR results were very similar to the TPR completed in the 10% 
H2 in N2 mixture. The main differences were that the high temperature water and H2S 
reduction peaks were shifted to lower temperatures and a peak in H2S production was present 
at 1050°C. 
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TPR studies have also been completed for samples which were pre-reduced in 10% H2 
in N2 mixture at 400°C (Figure 7). The flow over these catalysts was then switched to a 10% 
H2S, 90% N2 mixture at 400°C for 15 minutes, and the samples were cooled to room 
temperature in flowing N2. These studies showed a large H2S production peak and hydrogen 
consumption peak at 300°C. A small water peak was also seen at these temperatures. No 
higher temperature reduction peaks were seen in the H2S-pretreated samples. 
Characterization by XPS and XRD 
Changes in the molybdenum oxidation state changes related to TPD and TPR. were 
examined with XPS (Table 1). For the as-prepared material (Figure 8) the only Mo oxidation 
state present was consistent with the existence of the MoeSg cluster [3], The broad band 
observed at the lower binding energy side of the Mo 3d doublet for all of the XPS spectra 
arises from the sulfur 2s peak. LaMoS which had undergone TPD and TPR typically had 
three distinct oxidation states. The Mo3d5/2 and Mo3d3/2 bands due to the MoeSg cluster unit 
were generally in the range of 227.5 eV and 230.6 eV, while a second oxidation state was 
observed to have higher Mo3ds/2and MoSds/zbinding energies at 228.7-228.9 eV and 231.9-
232.1 eV. A third set of doublet peaks were present at 232.3 eV and 235.4 eV. These 
binding energies are characteristic of M0O3 which was probably present in small 
concentrations at the surface. The occurrence of M0O3 was likely a surface phenomenon 
since it could not be revealed by laser Raman spectroscopy. The Mo3d spectrum for LaMoS 
after TPD is given in Figure 9. The second oxidation state observed for these samples with 
binding energies of 228.7-228.9 eV and 231.9-232.1 eV was due to an oxidized surface state; 
the binding energies indicate the formation of an intermediate oxidation state such as Mo^"^ or 
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Mo"*'. The binding energy of this intermediate species is similar to that of M02S3 (Mo "idia = 
22% J eV). Calculations were completed in an attempt to quantify the amount Mo present in 
the various oxidation states. In these calculations the peak areas were determined for the 
three oxidation states. Surface MoOa is likely due to contamination of the sample during 
catalyst handling and varies arbitrarily from sample to sample. For this reason it is removed 
from the quantitative calculations. After the catalyst has been heated to 800°C, over 50% of 
the surface Mo was present in this oxidized state. The amount of Mo with a binding energy 
consistent with the existence with the MoeSg clsuter (227.5 eV) slowly increased as TPR 
temperatures increased from 100°C (47%) to 700°C (57%). At higher reduction 
temperatures a more drastic change took place with the reduced oxidation state (227.5 eV) 
accounting for 65% of the surface after reduction at 900®C, 75% after reduction at 1100°C 
and 100% at 1200°C. The MoSdj/i binding energy for the cluster was 227.5 eV for all of the 
samples which had been reduced at temperatures less than 900°C. After reduction at 1100°C 
there was a shift in the binding energy from 227.5 eV to 227.2 eV and after reduction at 
1200°C the binding energy of the cluster shifter even further to 227.0 eV. 
The XRD data for as-prepared LaMoS are consistent with the presence of amorphous 
material; a broad powder pattern as shown in Figure 11. A similarly broad powder pattern 
resulted after heating the as-prepared LaMoS to 800°C under flowing N2 and even after TPR 
to 900°C (Figure 12). However, after TPR to lOOCC sharp peaks appear in the XRD spectra 
(Figure 13). The XRD pattern of this material showed diffraction peaks that can be ascribed 
to the LaMoeSg Chevrel phase [10]. Calculated lattice parameters for this sample (aH = 9.120 
and Ch =11.550 A) were in reasonable agreement with the values reported by Yvon for 
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LaMoeSg (aw = 9.120 and Ch =11.554 A) [10], In previous work we have shown that after 
pretreatment in a 100% H2 atmosphere at 800®C for 4 hours, conversion to the Chevrel phase 
occurred. 
Discussion 
In previous papers, we have shown that pretreatment stabilizes both the surface area 
and the chemical structure of these new amorphous HDS molybdenum cluster catalysts [4,5]. 
Furthermore, we have found that there is no appreciable M0S2 formation when the 
preparation and pretreatment procedures outlined above are followed. By understanding the 
changes that these catalysts undergo during pretreatment, we can also obtain a better 
understanding of the active form of these hydrodesulilirization catalysts. The physical nature 
(pore structure, surface area) of these catalysts is modified through pretreatment. In addition, 
the chemical composition of the catalysts changes during pretreatment as solvents are 
removed and the catalyst transforms fi'om amorphous LaMoS to the crystalline Chevrel phase. 
Physical Structure of the Catalyst 
The surface area of LaMoS decreased as the pretreatment temperature increased. The 
reduction in surface area was accompanied with an increase in average pore diameter. The 
largest decrease in surface area occurred for pretreatment at 25°C to 200°C (187mVg to 
71m^/g). This temperature region corresponds to methanol and water evolution as revealed 
by TPD (Figure 4). Small pores are destabilized and collapse due to the evolution of these 
molecules. A loss of 87m^/g is seen for pores with diameters less than 100A in this 
temperature region. As the pretreatment temperature is further increased to 800°C, the 
surface area continues to reduce through sintering. After pretreatment at 800°C for 4 h in 
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hydrogen the surface area decreased from its initial value of 187m^/g to 13m'/g, and the 
average pore diameter increased from 60A to nearly SOOA (Figure 2). 
Surface areas after HDS catalysis were lower than for the as-prepared or pretreated 
catalysts. Surface area loss during the 10 h HDS reaction was less significant for samples 
pretreated at higher temperatures (Figure 3). A more stable structure may be produced by 
these higher temperature pretreatments. The post-HDS surface area was fairly stable for 
pretreatment up to 400°C (44m^/g), but a significant decrease (1 ImVg) occurred after 
pretreatment at 800°C. For pretreatment temperatures up to 400°C, the post-HDS average 
pore diameter of the catalyst decreased, although it increased again at higher temperatures 
(Figure 3). Similar changes in average pore diameter were not observed for the pre-HDS 
samples. LaMoS pretreatment at 400°C in H2 had the lowest post HDS average pore 
diameter indicating that after pretreatment at 400°C more of the small pores (less than 100 A) 
remained after HDS. At temperatures above 400°C, the effects of sintering became dominant. 
Gas Evolution 
The low temperature synthesis route used to prepare these materials results in solvent 
molecules being present in both the pore structure of the catalyst and the coordination sphere 
of the ternary metal cation. TPD studies showed a doublet of water evolution peaks at 12S°C 
and 19S°C (Figure 4). These catalysts were synthesized under inert atmosphere using 
primarily anhydrous reagents. The only hydrated reagent for the synthesis was 
La(N03)3 6H2O which was used in the ion exchange reaction with Na3Mo6S9.3. The doublet 
of water peaks was due to water released from the pore structure of the catalyst and the 
coordination sphere of the lanthanum. Methanol evolution was also observed in these TPD 
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experiments; tliis process began at room temperature, rose to a maximum at 150°C, and ended 
at 200°C. During synthesis of these materials, an ion exchange reaction between La(N0)3 and 
NaMoS was performed in a methanol solution. Methanol can apparently displace some of the 
water coordinated with lanthanum to form LaMoS which has both water and methanol in 
lanthanum's coordination sphere. Above 200°C some residual methanol is thought to still be 
present a which can react with water to form carbon dioxide and hydrogen. Carbon dioxide 
production peaks at 3S0°C provide an indication that this occurs. However, hydrogen 
evolution is not observed in this region. As indicated by the TPR studies, hydrogen can be 
consumed by the catalyst in this temperature region which would inhibit the release of 
hydrogen. 
Formation of a Oxidized Surface State 
XPS data showed that an oxidized surface species was formed during the TPD 
experiments. For the as-prepared catalyst (Figure 8), the binding energy of LaMoS (227.S 
eV) is consistent with the presence of La(Mo6Sg)Si.s, and only one oxidation state was 
necessary to fit the data. Previous work has shown that ternary molybdenum sulfides 
(MMoS) (M = Na, Co, Ni, Sn, Pb, La, Ho) exhibit binding energies of227.3-228.2 eV (1). 
The XPS spectrum for LaMoS after TPD to SOCC showed the formation of a another 
oxidation state (Figure 9). The Mo3ds/2 bindmg energy of this second species (228.7 eV) was 
considerably less than M0S2 (229.5) and about leV larger than the binding energies of 
LaMoS. The binding energy for this surface species was similar to that of M02S3 (228.7 eV) 
which has a molybdenum oxidation state of +3. The formation of this surface oxidized species 
results fi'om the evolution of methanol and water fi-om the catalyst. These oxygenates reacted 
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with the surface of the material to form surface oxides and hydrogen. Hydrogen evolution 
was seen in TPD studies resulting from this reaction. XPS data shows that over 50% of the 
surface is present in this oxidized state after undergoing TPD to 800°C. 
Reduction of the Surface Oxidized Stale 
In previous work we have found that hydrogen pretreatment stabilizes the chemical 
structure of these LaMoS compounds. Our TPR studies have shown a hydrogen consumption 
peak and a water production peak centered at 250°C (Figure 5). The low temperatures 
associated with these peaks suggest that a weakly bound oxygen species on the surface of the 
catalyst reacts with hydrogen to produce H2O. Table 1 indicates that no dramatic change in 
the Mo oxidation state occurred at these temperatures indicating that this weakly bound 
surface oxygen does not dramatically effect the oxidation state of the molybdenum. 
A second broad TPR peak began at around 600°C and peaked at 950°C. XPS data 
indicated that the amount of surface oxidized species decreases at these temperatures falling 
from 45% of the surface at SOO°C to 25% of the surface at 1100°C. Eventually the surface is 
completely reduced at 1200*^0. At the same time that the amount of this surface oxidized 
species is reducing, the amount of the surface cluster compound is increasing from 55% at 
SOO'C to 65% at 900°C to 100% at 1200''C. The ability of these materials to reversibly 
change from La(Mo6S8)Si.5 to La(Mo6S8)Si.jOx indicates that the cluster unit is not 
completely destroyed when this surface oxidized species is formed. 
Conversion to the Chevrel phase 
Chevrel phase materials are structurally similar to these new reduced ternary 
molybdenum sulfides in that both materials contain the MoeSg cluster unit. In previous work 
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we have shown that after pretreatment in 100% H2 at 800°C these new reduced ternary 
molybdenum sulfides are converted to the Chevrel phase. In these studies, TPR, XRD, and 
XPS were all used to examine this transformation more closely. 
These new reduced ternary molybdenum sulfide catalysts have the form La(Mo6Sg)Si.5 
while crystalline Chevrel phase catalysts have the form LaMoeSg. In order to convert 
La(Mo6S8)Si.3 to crystalline Chevrel phase it is necessary to remove the labile sulfur. In TPR 
using 10% H2 the beginning of a large hydrogen uptake peak and H2S production peak were 
observed starting at 9S0°C and continued to increasing at 1200°C (Figure 8). XRD showed 
that after TPR to 900°C these materials are still amorphous but after TPR to 1000°C the 
crystalline Chevrel phase formed (Figures 12,13). These resuhs indicate that under TPR 
conditions, amorphous La(Mo6Sg)Si.s begins to convert to crystalline LaMo^Sg at 9S0°C and 
continues at temperatures up to I200®C. A downward shift in Mo 3 d"^ binding energy, from 
227.5eV to 227.0eV, was also indicated as these materials were reduced at 1200°C. This 
shift would also be due to of the removal of the excess sulfur, reducing these materials from 
La(Mo6Sg)Si.5 to LaMoeSg. No further reduction of Chevrel phase to Mo metal was seen in 
these experiments. 
The higher temperature at which La(Mo6Sg)Si.} converts to the Chevrel phase in TPR 
studies completed in 10% H2 is a result of the decrease in hydrogen partial pressure used 
(10% in TPR vs. 100% in pretreatment studies). A TPR study was also conducted in 100% 
H2. In this study the high temperature 62 reduction peak is shifted to lower temperatures, and 
the H2S evolution began at 800°C (Figure 6). These data are consistent with our previous 
work showing conversion of amorphous La(Mo6Sg)Si.s to the crystalline Chevrel phase at 
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800°C in a pure hydrogen atmosphere. A peak in H2S production was seen in this TPR at 
1050°C. XRD on this sample after TPR to 1200°C indicated that the crystalline Chevrel 
phase was present and there was no further reduction to molybdenum metal indicating that 
this peak is solely due to the conversion of La(Mo6Sg)Si.5 to the Chevrel phase LaCMoeSg). 
H2S pretreatment 
Hydrogen pretreatment of the post TPD samples have shown the presence of 
oxygenates in these catalysts. In TPR studies completed on catalysts pretreated in H2S a large 
H2S peak is seen at 250°C (Figure 7). This peak occurs in the same temperature region where 
the H2O peak was seen in the previous TPR studies. These data indicate that LaMoS can 
adsorb either sulfur or oxygen. The ability to remove these anions from these sites at low 
temperatures could be an important part of the HDS activity of these catalysts. 
Conclusions 
Pretreatment of these new reduced molybdenum sulfide catalysts leads to amore stable 
surface structure during HDS reactions; smaller surface area losses occur, and the average 
pore diameter is larger. Temperature-programmed desorption shows that at 400°C gas 
evolution is nearly complete which will yield a stable environment for these catalysts. TPR 
has shown that two types of reducible species are present with one species reducing at 2S0°C 
and one species reducing at 9S0°C. The lower temperature reducible species contains either 
oxygen or sulfur. The reduction of these species would occur under HDS conditions leaving 
free sites which could be an integral part of the HDS activity of these catalysts. 
The conditions under which these new reduced ternary molybdenum sulfides can be 
transformed to crystalline Chevrel phase has been determined. In the as-prepared state these 
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new reduced ternary molybdenum sulfides have the stoichiometry La(Mo6Sg)Si.s. TPR in a 
10% H2 environment shows a H2S production peak beginning at 950°C indicating sulfur 
removal. XPS also shows a shift in the Mo 3ds/2 binding energies corresponding to the 
conversion of these amorphous ternary molybdenum sulfides (La(Mo6S8)S9.j) compounds to 
the crystalline Chevrel phase (LaMoeSg). 
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Table 1. XPS data for MoeSs and an oxidized surface species, TPD was completed in N2, 
while TPR was done in a 5% H2/N2 mixture. 
MoeSg Oxidized MoS "/oMoeSg'-'' 
LaMoS Preparation Mo3ds/2 peak Mo3d5/2 peak 
As-Prepared 227.5 - 100 
800°C TPD 227.5 228.9 47 
800°C TPD/100°C TPR 227.5 228.8 49 
800°C TPD/300°C TPR 227.5 228.8 53 
800°C TPD/500°C TPR 227.5 228.7 55 
800°C TPD/700°C TPR 227.5 228.7 57 
800''C TPD/900°C TPR 227.5 228.8 65 
800°C TPD/1100°C TPR 227.2 228.6 75 
800°C TPD/1200°C TPR 227.0 - 100 
* M0O3 is ignored in these calculation. 
Quantitative calculations are based on the fitted Mo3ds/2 and Mo3ds/2 peak areas. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1. Temperature-programmed analysis equipment. 
Figure 2. Effect of pretreatment temperature on surface area and average pore diameter. 
Figure 3. Effect of pretreatment temperature on surface area and average pore diameter after 
HDS reaction studies. 
Figure 4. TPD for as-prepared LaMoS. 
Figure 5. TPR after TPD using a 10% H2 feed. 
Figure 6. TPR after TPD using a 100% H2 feed. 
Figure 7. TPR after TPD and H2S exposure at 400°C for 15 minutes. 
Figure 8. Molybdenum 3d XPS spectra of as-prepared LaMoS. 
Figure 9. Molybdenum 3d XPS spectra of LaMoS after heating to 800°C in flowing N2 at 
5°C/min. 
Figure 10. Molybdenum 3d XPS spectra of LaMoS after TPD to 800°C and TPR to 1200°C. 
Figure 11. XRD data for as-prepared LaMoS. 
Figure 12. XRD data for LaMoS after TPD to 800°C and TPR to 900°C. 
Figure 13. Powder XRD spectrum of LaMoS after TPD to 800°C and TPR to 1000°C. 
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CHAPTER 4 
METAL CLUSTER HYDRODESULFURIZATION CATALYSTS BASED 
ON TERNARY LANTHANUM MOLYBDENUM SULFIDES 
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Abstract 
Hydrodesuliurization (HDS) catalysis by a new group of reduced ternary molybdenum 
sulfides involving MoeSg clusters has been investigated. A low temperature synthesis route 
was used to produce LaMoS materials with initial surface areas near 200 m^/g. Pretreatment 
at 200-700 C in flowing H2 yielded amorphous materials that retained the lower Mo oxidation 
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state characteristic of metal clusters (MoeSg). Higher temperature pretreatmem (800 C) 
resulted in formation of the corresponding Chevrel phase. The LaMoS materials prepared and 
pretreated at the lower temperatures had similar thiophene and benzothiophene HDS rates to 
those for Chevrel phases. After HDS reaction, the surface areas of the catalysts were near SO-
SO mVg. 
Introduction 
The increasing demand for low sulfur fuels and chemical feedstocks from petroleum has 
continued to prompt research in hydrodesulfurization (HDS) catalysis. New requirements for 
diesel fuels and gasoline with a low aromatic content has further stimulated the need for 
improvements in processes and catalysts for hydrotreating. For nearly 60 years, catalysts 
based on Co(Ni)-MoCW)/Al203 have been extensively investigated and developed for 
industrial HDS applications [1]. In our research, we have investigated a new series of 
hydroprocessing catalysts based on our discovery of the activity of Chevrel phases [2,3]. This 
family of ternary molybdenum sulfide compounds has a characteristic structural unit based on 
the MoeSg cluster: the general composition is specified as MxMoeSg, where M (the "ternary" 
metal cation) includes over 40 different metallic elements. Chevrel phases are frequently 
considered to be reduced molybdenum sulfides because of the low molybdenum oxidation 
state relative to M0S2. 
Chevrel phase compounds have been shown to have high activity and selectivity for HDS, 
fi-equently exceeding the performance of unsupported Co-Mo catalyst materials [2]. Chevrel 
phases are also stable under HDS conditions; the low oxidation states are maintained, and no 
decomposition or transformation to other Mo sulfides has been detected for most compounds 
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[2], Previous methods for preparing Chevrei phases usually have involved solid state 
syntheses at high temperatures (1000-1300 C). The resulting materials have low surface 
areas, typically around 1 mVg. In order to produce materials which might be more useful for 
industrial applications, we have investigated alternate methods of synthesis which could 
produce catalysts with higher surface areas; these methods might also be useful in preparing 
supported Mo cluster catalysts [4,5], The feasibility of preparing stable Chevrei phases on a 
representative oxide support has been demonstrated in principle using reactive sputtering 
techniques [6], 
We have recently developed a low temperature synthesis route for ternary molybdenum 
sulfides based on work involving the preparation of isolated MoeSgLe cluster units as 
precursors to Chevrei phases [S,7]. The resulting materials are amorphous, but 
characterization has revealed that they are structurally similar to Chevrei phases because of 
the presence of MoeSg cluster units (Figure 1). In this paper, we report the use of this 
preparative method and various pretreatment conditions to produce stable, high surface area 
materials for use as catalysts. The activity and selectivity of this new group of catalytic 
materials is reported for thiophene and BT HDS. This report will focus on ternary lanthanum 
molybdenum sulfide (LaMoS) compounds. 
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Experimental Methods 
Catalyst synthesis 
Preparation of the ternary lanthanum molybdenum sulfide catalysts involved the ion-
exchange reaction of a soluble lanthanum salt with insoluble Na3Mo6S9.s(MeOH)y (NaMoS) in 
methanol [7], Stoichiometric replacement of the Na with La by ion-exchange should be 
accomplished with I equivalent of La salt. Several La sources were used including anhydrous 
lanthanum trichloride (prepared according to ref 8) and two hydrated salts, LaCl3'7H20 and 
La(N03)3*6H20. A typical procedure involved the following; Na3Mo6S9.j(MeOH)y (1.00 g) 
and 1 equivalent of the lanthanum nitrate hexahydrate (0.39 g) were weighed in a drybox and 
transferred to a lOO-mL Schlenk reaction flask; 30 mL of methanol (MeOH) were vacuum-
distilled onto the solids. After the mixture was stirred at room temperature under N2 for 1 
day, a blackish solid and light yellow solution were obtained. The resulting solid was 
extracted with solvent distilled fi'om the filtrate in order to remove the sodium chloride 
byproduct and any unreacted metal salt. After drying under dynamic vacuum, the black 
powder (l.OS g) was stored in an inert-atmosphere drybox. The product was insoluble in 
noncoordinating solvents and was amorphous by XRD. 
Stoichiometric La compounds (La/Moe-l .O) were obtained when either the hydrated 
lanthanum nitrate or chloride salt was used (Table 1). However, lower La contents 
(La/Mo6~0.30) were observed for exchange reactions with solutions prepared from the 
anhydrous lanthanum chloride salt. Therefore, materials based on the nitrate preparation 
(referred to as LaMoS) were investigated in the catalytic studies reported here. 
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Catalyst pretreatment 
The catalytic performance of LaMoS was examined as-prepared and following a variety 
of pretreatment conditions. Powders having approximately 0.15-0.425 mm particle size (40-
100 mesh) were selected for all pretreatment studies, activity measurements, and surface area 
determinations. Typical H2 pretreatment involved placing the LaMoS powder in an alumina 
boat inside a quartz tube and heating to the desired temperature (200-800 C) under flowing 
H2. After cooling under this flow, the product was stored in an inert-atmosphere drybox. An 
alternative pretreatment was performed in the reactor system. This procedure involved 
heating samples in varying H2S-H2 gas streams (3 or 10 mol% H2S in H2) at 400 C for 4 hrs. 
Catalyst characterization 
The materials were characterized by infrared (FTIR), laser Raman (LRS), and X-ray 
photoelectron (XPS) spectroscopic techniques, by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD), and by 
electron microprobe analyses. Infrared spectra (4000-200 cm"') were recorded with a Bomem 
MB-102 Fourier transform infrared spectrometer equipped with Csl optics. Samples were 
prepared as Nujol mulls and mounted between Csl windows. Laser Raman spectra were 
obtained with a Spex Triplemate monochromator. The 514.5-nm line of an argon laser, 
operated at approximately 100 mW, was used to obtain spectra; a Princeton Instruments 
liquid nitrogen-cooled CCD array detector was employed with an integration time of 30 s. 
The Raman spectra were obtained at ambient conditions from solid samples packed in 
capillary tubes. XPS data were collected with a Physical Electronics Industries 5500 
multitechnique surface analysis system using a monochromatic Mg^T source; binding energies 
were calibrated with adventitious carbon assuming C Is = 284.6 eV. Powder X-ray 
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difiractiondata were obtained with a Philips ADP3 520 -2 diflfractometer using CuAT 
radiation. The samples were loaded into a specially designed sample holder for reactive solids 
and sealed while in a drybox. 
Quantitative elemental analyses for La, Mo, and S were completed with an ARL SEMQ 
microprobe. The instrument was equipped with wavelength dispersive spectrometers and 
operated at 10 kV and 25 nA. All powder samples were loaded in a drybox on double-stick 
carbon discs and placed in a sealed sample holder designed for air-sensitive samples prior to 
transfer to the microprobe instrument. Peak profiles and backgrounds were measured for 
standards immediately before the analyses. At least ten regions for each sample were 
analyzed, and the compositional data were averaged. 
The surface areas of the catalysts were determined according to the BET method using a 
Micromeritics ASAP 2010 instrument. N2 (at -78 C) was used as the adsorbate. 
Reactor design and analytical equipment 
The reactor system used in these studies consisted of a V^-in. diameter stainless-steel 
reactor fitted with Nupro valves to allow for catalyst loading in an inert atmosphere drybox. 
All gas flows were metered through Tylan RC-260 mass flow controllers, and the thiophene 
was fed with a Sage 341 syringe pump. Product separation and analysis were performed on 
an n-octane/Porasil C column and an Antek 310 gas chromatograph with flame ionization 
detector. Peak areas were measured by a Hewlett-Packard 3390A integrator. 
The HDS reactor set-up was modified for benzothiophene (BT) studies without 
contamination of the existing thiophene system. Since BT is a solid at room temperature (mp 
30-33 C), the BT reservoir was heated to 40 C; the liquid BT was fed with a Sage 341 syringe 
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pump. The BT saturator and all lines to the GC were maintained at 230-250 C. Product 
separation and analysis were performed using 3% SP-2100DB on a 100-120 mesh 
Supelcoport packed column in a Varian 3600 gas chromatograph with flame ionization 
detector and internal integrator. 
High-purity He (99.997%) and H2 (99.997%) were further purified by using copper traps 
for O2 removal and 4A molecular sieves for drying. Thiophene (99%, Alfa) and 
benzothiophene (99%, Aldrich) were used as obtained. 
Hydrodesuljurization activity measurements 
HDS activities were measured at atmospheric pressure using thiophene and BT in H2. 
The reactor was loaded with fi-esh catalyst of0.15-0.425 mm particle size in a drybox and 
heated fi'om room temperature to 400 C in a mixed He (19 mL/min) - H2 (22 mL/min) gas 
flow (STP). This gas flow was replaced by a continuous flow of 2 mol% thiophene or 0.75 
mol% BT in H2 at 22 mL/min (STP). Gas chromatographic analyses of the product stream 
were performed after 20 minutes and then at one hour intervals during the 10-hour reaction 
study. The reactor was purged and cooled in a He stream. The catalysts were removed and 
stored in an inert-atmosphere drybox for further characterization by XPS, LRS, and FTIR and 
for surface area measurements. 
Results 
This research has investigated aspects of the preparation, pretreatment, and catalytic 
properties of a new family of ternary molybdenum sulfides for use in hydroprocessing. The 
ternary molybdenum sulfides examined in this research are representative of a new class of 
compounds having a structural similarity to the Chevrel phases - namely, the MoeSs cluster 
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unit. An important goal has been to preserve this unique metal cluster structure in the new 
catalytic materials since the Chevrel phases have been determined to be active and selective 
materials for HDS. A previously reported [7] low temperature synthetic route has been used 
to develop stable, high-surface-area metal cluster catalysts which retain molybdenum in a low 
oxidation state. Stabilization of higher surface areas is very important for industrial 
applications. The low temperature synthesis route may also lead to further applications of 
these materials. 
As-prepared LaMoS 
The activity, selectivity, and stability of the high surface area LaMoS materials was 
expected to depend on achieving a stoichiometry similar to that of the Chevrel phase 
(LaMoeSg). Several methanol-soluble lanthanum salts were examined for the ion-exchange 
procedure in order to obtain the desired stoichiometry (LayMo6=l). The results of the 
microprobe analyses are given in Table 1. Anhydrous LaCls in methanol produced materials 
that were consistently La-deficient (La/Mo6~0.3), even with use of excess lanthanum chloride. 
The desired La stoichiometry was obtained using methanol solutions of LaC^-THaO or 
La(N03)3'6H20 for the ion-exchange reaction. Slightly low sulfur ratios (S/Mo6<9.5) were 
always observed and appeared to be due to a small amount of surface oxygen contamination. 
Characterization of the resulting material after ion-exchange was challenging because the 
samples were amorphous powders. As shown in Figure 2a, only a broad radial distribution 
band indicative of the amorphous nature was observed by XRD. 
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The infrared spectra of both the NaMoS precursor and the as-prepared LaMoS had bands 
for coordinated alcohol (c-o) at about 980 cm*' (br); the anti-symmetric Tiu Mo-S stretching 
modes charaaeristic of the MoeSg cluster unit were present at about 385 cm'' (Figure 3). 
XPS has been demonstrated to be sensitive to changes in the oxidation state of 
molybdenum sulfides. A difference of approximately 1.5 eV was observed for the Mo 3d3/2 
binding energies of the MoeSg cluster compounds and M0S2 Ternary molybdenum sulfides 
(MMoS) [M=Na,Co,Ni,Sn,Pb,La,Ho] exhibit binding energies in the range 227.2-227.9 eV 
[7], and Chevrel phases typically have binding energies of227.3-228.2 eV [2b, 10]. The 
binding energy of (crystalline) M0S2 has been reported as 229.5 eV [11]. XPS 
characterization of LaMoS (Figure 4) indicated that Mo was in a reduced oxidation state 
(227.6 eV, corrected with respect to the C Is value). The broad band observed at the lower 
binding energy side of the Mo 3d doublet was due to the sulfiir 2s peak. These results were 
interesting since the use of a potential oxidizing agent (nitrate) in this preparation apparently 
did not result in oxidation of the MoeSg cluster. 
Laser Raman spectroscopic characterization (Figure 5) of the amorphous LaMoS 
revealed only a very weak, broad band centered about 450 cm"'. Previous studies [5a, 12] 
supported the attribution of this broad 450 cm'' band to the MoeSg cluster unit. The Raman 
technique has also been used to detect the presence of crystalline or amorphous M0S2 in 
catalysts. M0S2 has Raman bands at 408 and 384 cm'', which can be observed for unstable 
Chevrel phase materials after HDS catalysis [2b]. No indication of the formation of M0S2 
was apparent in the as-prepared material. 
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These unsupported LaMoS compounds had initial surface areas of 200 m^/g; the surface 
area of the NaMoS precursor was also large (150-175 m^/g). The low temperature 
preparation route, therefore, resulted in the production of materials with surface areas that are 
about two orders of magnitude greater than that observed for the crystalline lanthanum 
Chevrel phase (LaMoeSg) prepared by solid state synthesis techniques (about 1 mVg) [2d]. 
Use of the three different La(Ill) salts for ion-exchange resulted in only small changes in the 
surface areas. 
Pretreatment 
Pretreatment studies were undertaken in an attempt to stabilize the higher surface areas 
while retaining the low Mo oxidation state of the MoeSg cluster. Stabilization of the MoeSg 
cluster with respea to disproportionation (leading to formation of M0S2) was also important 
[7], Pretreatments with H2 or with a H2S-H2 mixture were examined. 
Stoichiometric samples (La/Moe-l.O) were present after H2 pretreatment of LaMoS 
(prepared by ion-exchange from lanthanum nitrate hexahydrate). Table 1 shows nearly 
identical La/Mo6 and S/Moe ratios for the as-prepared LaMoS and the product after H2 
pretreatment at 400 C for 4 hrs. 
Surface area measurements (Table 2) indicated that the surface areas decreased from 200 
to about 70 mVg following H2 pretreatment at 200 C. A larger surface area loss was observed 
as the pretreatment temperature was raised; however, even after the 700 C pretreatment, the 
surface area was high (40 mVg). 
XRD characterization after the 4 hour H2 pretreatments at temperatures up to 700 C 
indicated that the materials remained amorphous. Direct H2 pretreatment at 800 C or further 
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heating of previously pretreated amorphous samples in a sealed tube at 800 C for 2 days 
produced a crystalline product. The XRD pattern of this product (Figure 2b) showed 
diffraction peaks for the LaMoaSg Chevrel phase; a few peaks could not be identilBed. The 
lattice parameters calculated from the XRD data of this sample (an = 9.131 and ch = 11.550 
A) were in reasonable agreement with the values reported by Yvon [9] for LaMoeSg (an = 
9.120 and Ch= 11.554 A). 
A combination of FTIR, XPS, and LRS characterization was used to verify MoeSg cluster 
stability with respect to disproportionation (the formation of M0S2 and Mo metal). The Mo-S 
stretching band (which could potentially be too difiuse to be apparent with FTIR) was 
observed for LaMoS after Hj pretreatment for 4hrs at 700 C (Figure 6a). The characteristic 
anti-symmetric Tiu Mo-S stretching modes were observed at about 375-380 cm"'. This band 
was similar to that observed for the as-prepared LaMoS and NaMoS precursors (Figure 3). 
For all of these pretreated LaMoS materials, two separate bands were required to fit the 
XPS Mo 3ds/2 envelope, as shown in Figure 7. In these cases, the bands due to the MogSg 
cluster unit were generally in the range of227.4-227.6 eV, while a second state was indicated 
by higher binding energies of228.4-228.8 eV. This second component was likely due to an 
oxidized surface state; the binding energies indicated the formation of an intermediate 
oxidation state (Mo^^ or a still higher oxidation state characteristic of M0S2 (Mo**^ . The 
binding energy of the intermediate Mo^"^ species is similar to that of M02S3 (Mo Zdna = 228.7 
eV). An ion-etching experiment in the XPS spectrometer provided evidence that this second 
species was formed only on the surface and that the bulk material was not oxidized. Studies 
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of LaMoS which had been pretreated with H2 at 500 C showed that the bulk material 
exclusively had the lower oxidation state for the cluster (227.9 eV). 
The LRS spectra of these H2 pretreated samples showed no indication of M0S2 formation 
up to 800 C (Figure 8). The spectra show only a broad band centered at about 450 cm"' 
indicative of the MoeSg cluster unit, while peaks for M0S2 at 408 and 387 cm"' are absent. 
HDS activity measurements 
Results for continuous-flow reaction studies involving thiophene (Table 2) and BT (Table 
3) conversion are summarized for the as>prepared LaMoS and for materials after 
pretreatment. The conversion rates are expressed on the basis of the catalyst surface area. 
For the thiophene studies, data from two preparative methods are included; the hydrated 
lanthanum nitrate route and the anhydrous lanthanum chloride. Related results for three 
unsupported reference materials are offered for comparison. 
Hydrogen-pretreated catalysts 
The lanthanum nitrate route for preparing LaMoS produced catalysts having rates fi-om 
0.3-1.0 X 10'^ mol/m^-s, depending on the specific pretreatment conditions. The C4 
hydrocarbon product distributions for these catalysts were also somewhat variable. Several 
materials exhibited product selectivities that were comparable to the conventional LaMoeSg 
Chevrel phase. The hydrogenation activity (with regard to /i-butane production) appeared to 
be noticeably higher for LaMoS: 3-11% /t-butane was produced together with moderately 
large amounts of 1-butene. In contrast, the LaMoeSg Chevrel phase exhibited no measurable 
/I-butane production. 
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Laser Raman characterization of the samples after HDS reaction showed that M0S2 was 
not present (Figure 9). However, some surface oxidation had occurred as indicated by XPS 
(Figure lOa). The XPS binding energies for the MoeSg cluster unit were apparent for the band 
in the range of227.5-227.9 eV; but a higher binding energy band was also present at 228.7-
229.0 eV. LRS characterization (Figure 1 la) indicated that this second band was not due to 
M0S2. FTIR examination (Figure 6b) further confirmed the presence of the MoeSg cluster 
unit. 
LaMoS catalysts prepared by the LaCb route exhibited HDS rates that were comparable 
to or even higher than the unsupported reference compounds (Table 2). However, 
characterization by XPS (Figure 10b) and LRS (Figure 1 lb) following HDS reaction indicated 
that both M0S2 and the MoeSg cluster unit were present in these materials. The use of 
hydrated lanthanum chloride resulted in a higher La stoichiometry which aided in the 
stabilization of the cluster; however, some M0S2 was still detected after the HDS reactor 
studies. 
Hydrogen sulfide/hydrogen-pretreated catalysts 
The results for mixed gas pretreatment of materials synthesized by the lanthanum nitrate 
preparation route are shown in Table 2. Lower HDS activity rates and dififering product 
distributions were detected as compared to the H2 pretreatment. The addition of H2S 
appeared to increase the hydrogenation activity as noted by the higher /i-butane production 
and the lower 1-butene yield. However, characterization of these catalysts by LRS and XPS 
indicated that M0S2 was present. 
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Benzothiophene HDS studies 
Benzothiophene (BT) reaction studies for as-prepared LaMoS and after pretreatment at 
400 C and 700 C in H2 demonstrated that the materials were active catalysts (Table 3). As the 
pretreatment temperature increased, the HDS rate also increased. Neither of the pretreated 
materials showed rates as high as the LaMotSg Chevrel phase. As expected, the surface areas 
decreased with increasing pretreatment temperature. XPS and LRS characterization of these 
samples indicated that the MoeSg cluster unit was retained; no M0S2 was detected. Some 
surface oxidation was observable by XPS, but LRS confirmed that M0S2 was not present. 
Discussion 
The low temperature synthesis route developed in these studies was based on the 
observation of a structural similarity between Mo6Clt2 and the Chevrel phases; both contain 
hexanuclear cluster units as shown in Figure 1, although the overall structures of the two 
compounds are quite different. This observation prompted studies of MoeCln sulfidation in 
an effort to prepare isolated MoeSgl^ cluster units as precursors to the Chevrel phases [S]. 
During this attempt, the new ternary molybdenum sulfides discussed in this report were 
discovered. 
These reduced ternary lanthanum molybdenum sulfides were determined to be active 
hydroprocessing catalysts which differ (in terms of composition, structure, oxidation state, 
etc.) fi-om conventional cobalt- and nickel-promoted molybdenum sulfide catalysts but which 
are similar to Chevrel phase catalysts. This new synthetic route allows for the preparation of 
high surface area, amorphous "pre-Chevrel phase" ternary molybdenum sulfides. For low 
temperature (200-600 C) pretreatment, the catalysts remained amorphous, although some loss 
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of surface area was observed. Pretreatment at a higher temperature (800 C) resulted in the 
formation of the crystalline Chevrel phase. Two distinct advantages can be anticipated based 
on this low temperature synthesis technique: (1) a wide variety of ternary metal ions can 
potentially be incorporated into these materials [7]; and (2) materials can be produced which 
have higher surface areas compared to the products of solid state syntheses which can entail 
sintering of the product. 
Surface areas of up to 200 mVg were obtained for the as-prepared LaMoS samples, 
regardless of La source. Hydrogen pretreatment led to some lowering of the surface area but 
probably helped to prevent disproportionation. This method of pretreatment resulted in active 
catalysts with surface areas of 30-50 m^/g after the HDS reactor studies. These surface areas 
compare with the 1 m^/g seen for LaMoeSg prepared by the conventional high temperature 
solid state preparation method. 
Characterization of these LaMoS compounds confirmed retention of the MoeSg 
octahedral cluster unit. However, after pretreatment of materials prepared by the anhydrous 
LaCls route, some surface decomposition was detected by XPS and LRS; formation of M0S2 
was likely. The low La content of these materials (La/Moe = 0.3) could be responsible for the 
instability. Pretreatment of samples with cation (La) vacancies may destabilize the MosSg 
clusters and result in oxidation of the surface molybdenum. An increase in La content may 
prevent the formation of these higher Mo oxidation states. Previous work has also revealed 
this behavior for the Chevrel phases [2]. For materials prepared by using the La(N03)3-6H20 
ion-exchange procedure, a stoichiometric incorporation of La could be achieved, and 
subsequent formation of M0S2 was not observed. The observation of increased stability by 
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using lanthanum nitrate as the La source in the ion-exchange further emphasizes the 
importance of precursor choice. 
The LaMoS materials examined in this study exhibit high activity and selectivity for 
thiophene HDS at 400 C. Previous studies have shown that some Chevrel phase materials 
exhibit activities comparable to or greater than the unpromoted and cobalt-promoted M0S2-
based model catalysts [2]. Several of the LaMoS catalysts exhibited similar activities to the 
conventional LaMoeSg Chevrel phase. For example, the rate for the sample pretreated in 
hydrogen at 400 C for four hours was comparable to that for LaMoeSg; the 30-fold increase in 
surface area was maintained. Pretreatment at higher temperatures (400-800 C) appeared to 
result in catalysts with activities which did not fit an obvious pattern. The apparent lower 
relative activity of the high surface area LaMoS for the BT HDS reaction may be due to 
restricted access of this reactant to surfaces within the small pores. Further work is 
addressing the porosity and pore structure of these materials. 
These LaMoS catalysts are likely to be members of a large family of reduced ternary 
molybdenum sulfides. Examination of the synthesis and pretreatment conditions will aid in 
optimization of their composition, surface areas, and catalytic activities. While structurally 
similar to the Chevrel phases, the as-prepared LaMoS and lower temperature pretreated 
materials represent a new group of catalytic materials. Higher temperature pretreatment (700-
800 C) of these materials to produce the Chevrel phase results in products with much higher 
surface areas than those found for materials prepared by conventional high temperature 
methods. 
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Table Captions 
Table 1. Microprobe elemental analyses on LaMoS samples prepared with lanthanum salts. 
Table 2. Thiophene hydrodesulflirization activities (400 C) after 10 hr reactor studies 
Table 3. Benzothiophene hydrodesulfurization activities (400 C) after 10 hr reactor studies 
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Table 1. 
LaMoS catalyst VoU %Mo %S La/Moe S/M06 
La(N03)3"6H20 preparation 
no pretreatment 13.22 51.99 24.79 1.05 8.80 
400 C, H2, 4h 11.80 51.42 25.37 0.96 8.90 
LaCl3-7H20 preparation 13.00 51.21 23.06 1.07 8.05 
LaCU preparation 4.08 57.70 25.60 0.30 7.97 
Table 2. 
HDS rate %C4 products 
surface thiophene (mol/m^-s) trans CIS 
catalyst area, mVg conversion X 10' n-butane 1-butene 2-butene' 2-butene 
LaCl} preparation 
no pretreatment 201/64*' 12.12 1.51 17.1 22.7 35.1 25.1 
Hz pretreatment 
400 C,4h 42/15 11.57 3.53 7.4 27.8 38.4 26.4 
SCO C,6h 31/13 3.86 1.41 4.4 33.1 38.4 24.2 
600 C.4h 34/32 6.86 1.19 4.3 21.9 33.5 40.3 
LaCNO})} prepaiation 
no pretreatment 200/54 2.62 0.32 5.5 41.0 32.4 21.1 
Hz pretreatment 
200 C,4h 71/48 2.22 0.27 10.9 41.8 28.0 19.3 
200C,2h/400C,2h 68/42 6.59 0.90 5.7 34.7 35.3 24.4 
400C,4h 56/29 5.28 1.02 4.2 47.6 32.6 15.6 
S00C,4h 55/37 5.62 0.87 3.3 33.3 39.0 24.3 
600C,4h 40/29 2.86 0.54 3.3 45.2 30.1 21.4 
700C,4h 44/33 4.54 0.68 8.0 46.2 26.7 19.1 
800C,4h 13/12 1.37 0.51 5.3 45.9 29.2 19.5 
H2S/H2 pretreatment 
400C/3%H2S,4h 48 7.88 0.73 7.5 30.9 36.3 25.3 
400C/10%H2S.4h 46 9.78 0.93 8.6 30.2 35.8 25.4 
Reference Materials' 
LaMoeSi 0.99 0.95 1.18 _d 49.4 33.9 16.7 
Co-Mo-S 10.83 0.89 3.36 1.5 36.4 41.1 21.0 
M0S2 3.40 0.88 1.06 1.8 46.0 34.9 17.3 
'trans 2-butene and 1,3-butadiene exhibit identical retention times and are therefore grouped together. 
''Surface areas reported before and after HDS runs, or after HDS runs where indicated by a single value. 
Data from reference 2.''Below detection limit. 
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Tables. 
catalyst 
surface 
area, m^/g 
benzothiophene 
conversion 
0
 
Q
 0
 
La(N03)3 preparation 
no pretreatment 200/55' 14.0 0.84 
H2 pretreatment 
400 C,4h 56/40 19.5 0.78 
700 C,4h 40/31 15.0 1.21 
Reference Materials 
LaMoeSg 2.2/1.1 11.3 8.55 
'Surface areas reported before and after HDS runs. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1. Structure of the MosSs hexanuclear cluster unit which is formed by a molybdenum 
octahedron and eight triply bridging sulfur atoms capping each face. Additionally, six terminal 
positions are located at the vertices of the octahedron and are occupied by S atoms upon 
interlinkage of the clusters. 
Figure 2. Powder XRD spectrum of; (a) as-prepared LaMoS and (b) the material after a 4 hr 
H2 pretreatment at 800 C. 
Figure 3. FTIR spectra of (a) the NaMoS precursor and (b) the as-prepared LaMoS showing 
only bands attributable to coordinated MeOH and the Mo-S stretching mode characteristic of 
the MOfiSg cluster unit 
Figure 4. Uncorrected molybdenum 3d XPS spectrum of the as-prepared LaMoS. The broad 
band observed at the lower binding energy side of the Mo 3d doublet arises from the sulfur 2s 
peak. 
Figure 5. Laser Raman spectrum of the as-prepared LaMoS showing only a broad band 
attributable to the MoeSg cluster unit. 
Figure 6. FTIR spectra of: (a) the LaMoS sample following H2 pretreatment at 700 C for 4 
hrs and (b) after the HDS reactor study. Both spectra confirm the presence of the Mo-S 
stretching mode characteristic of the MoeSg cluster unit. 
Figure 7. Uncorrected molybdenum 3d XPS spectra of LaMoS samples (nitrate salt 
preparation) after H2 pretreatment (4 hrs): (a) LaMoS pretreated at 400 C and (b) LaMoS 
pretreated at 800 C. Corrected Mo 3d binding energies consistent with the MoeSg cluster unit 
(227.4 eV) and an intermediate oxidation state species (228.6 eV) are observed for (a), while 
peaks for MogSg and a small amount of surface M0O3 are noted in (b). 
Figure 8. Laser Raman spectra of LaMoS samples (nitrate salt preparation) after the following 
H2 pretreatment conditions (4 hrs): (a) 200 C, (b) 400 C, (c) 500 C, (d) 600 C, and (e) 700 
C. 
Figure 9. Laser Raman spectra of LaMoS samples after the following H2 pretreatment 
conditions (4 hrs) and HDS studies: (a) no pretreatment, (b) 200 C, (c) 400 C, (d) 500 C, (e) 
600 C, (f) 700 C, and (g) 800 C. 
Figure 10. Uncorrected molybdenum 3d XPS spectra of LaMoS samples after H2 
pretreatment (4 hrs) and HDS studies; (a) nitrate salt preparation of LaMoS and 400 C 
pretreatment and (b) chloride salt preparation and 600 C pretreatment. Corrected Mo 3d 
binding energies consistent with the MoeSg cluster unit (227.7 eV) and an intermediate 
oxidation state species (228.8 eV) are observed for (a), while peaks for both MoeSg and M0S2 
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are noted in (b). The broad band observed at the lower binding energy side of the Mo 3d 
doublets arises &om the sulfur 2s peak. 
Figure 11. Laser Raman spectra of LaMoS samples after the following H2 pretreatment 
conditions (4 hrs) and HDS studies; (a) nitrate salt preparation of LaMoS and 400 C 
pretreatment and (b) chloride salt preparation and 600 C pretreatment. Both spectra show a 
broad band centered at about 450 cm'' indicative of MoeSs cluster unit; peaks for M0S2 at 408 
and 387 cm * are only detected in sample (b). 
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CHAPTERS 
S\'NTHESIS OF A NOVEL PLATINUM MOLYBDENUM SULFIDE AND 
ITS CONVERSION TO THE PREVIOUSLY UNKNOWN PLATINUM 
CHEVREL PHASE 
Shane J. Mlsenbeck,*^*' R. Kirk Thompson'^ ^ Thomas J. Paskach'^ '^ , 
Robert E. McCariey,** and Genn L. Schrader* '^ 
Iowa State University 
Ames, Iowa 50011 
Abstract 
The discovery of a new low temperature synthesis route has resulted in the ability to synthesize 
a new group of ternary molybdenum sulfides. Previous work has shown that these ternary 
molybdenum sulfides exhibit a high sui£we area and are active hydrodesulfiirization catalysts. A 
modification of this synthesis procedure has enabled us to synthesize a new PtMoS material. 
Analytical data indicate that the stoichiometery of this new material is PtiMo6S9. Infixed 
spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) indicate that the ion-exchange of 
' Department of Chemistry 
'' Ames Laboratory 
" Department of Chemical Engineering 
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NaMoS with Pt(NH3)4Cl2 leads to the coordination of the Pt(NH3)4^^ cation yielding 
Pt(NH3)4(Mo6S8)S. XPS indicated that this new platinum material has the reduced molybdenum 
oxidation state consistent with the presence of the MoeSg cluster. The sur&ce area of these new 
PtMoS materials has been as high as 87m^/g. 
Introduction 
The increasing demand for low sulfiir fuels and chemical feedstocks from petroleum has 
continued to prompt research in hydrodesulfurization (HDS) catalysis. New requirements for 
diesel fuels and gasoline with a low aromatic content has further stimulated the need for 
improvements in processes and catalysts for deep hydrodesulfijrization.' In our research, we have 
studied a new series of hydroprocessing catalysts based on our discovery of the activity of Chevrei 
phases (MxMotfSs).^ The family of Chevrei phase compounds has a characteristic structural unit 
based on the MosSg cluster. The somewhat elongated Moe octahedral clusters are surrounded by 
eight triply bridging S atoms capping each face (Figure 1). The clusters are interlinked in 3-
dimensional rhombohedral or triclinic geometries, and cavities within the sulfur network 
incorporate the ternary metals. The oxidation state of the molybdenum in the Chevrei phases can 
be varied from +2 (MoaSg^ to +2.67 (MoeSg), depending upon the ternary metal ion 
stoichiometry. These materials can be described as reduced molybdenum sulfides, relative to 
M0S2. 
The Chevrei phase compounds have been found to exhibit high activity and selectivity for 
HDS, often exceeding the performance of unsupported Co-Mo catalysts.^ Furthermore, Chevrei 
phases show remarkable stability under the HDS conditions, viz: the low oxidation states are 
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maintained and decomposition or transformation to other Mo sulfides is not observed.^ Previous 
synthesis procedures for the Chevrel phases have generally involved solid state reactions at high 
temperatures (1000-1300°C) forming materials with veiy low surface areas, typically around 1 
mVg. However, alternate routes via low temperature solution precursors have produced materials 
which potentially are more usefiU for industrial applications. '^" 
Our research on the preparation of isolated MoeSgU cluster units as precursors to Chevrel 
phases^ has resulted in the development of a low-temperature ^thedc route to a new family of 
ternary molybdenum sulfides M(Mo6Sg)Sx.^ EXAFS and other spectroscopic techniques were 
used to examine cluster stability during thermal deligation of the isolated MoeSgLc complexes and 
to verify formation of the binary MoeSg Chevrel phased Recently, we reported HDS studies and 
spectroscopic characterization on the ternary lanthanum and tin molybdenum sulfides. '^' We also 
found that this &mi]y of ternary molybdenum sulfides can be prepared under aqueous reaction 
conditions.'" In this paper, we report the synthesis of a novel platinum molybdenum sulfide. 
Experimental Section 
Materials 
The reagents and products have been generally found to be air sensitive. Therefore, all 
manipulations were performed by the use of an inert-atmosphere drybox, a high-vacuum manifold, 
and Schlenk techniques, unless otherwise stated. The high yield preparation of the amorphous 
ternary sodium molybdenum sulfide Na2(Mo6Sg)S*yMeOH (with y=4 to 5) was performed by the 
reaction of MoeClu with NaSH and NaOBu in refiuxing n-BuOH followed by a MeOH wash to 
remove the NaCI by-product.^ 
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Preparation of the Ternary Platinum Mofybdenum Sulfide 
Two methods were used to synthesize these ternary platinum molybdenum sulfides. Both of 
these methods involved the drybox addition of weighed amounts of Na2(Mo6S8)S*yMeOH (1.00 g) 
and Pt(NH3)4Cl2*H20 (0.34 g) into a 100-mL Schlenk reaction flask. Then either SO mL of 
deoxygenated water, or 60 ml of deoxygenated MeOH and 3 mL of deoxygenated water were 
transferred onto the solids. The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 1-2 days resulting in a 
two phase mixture containing a black solid and fiiint liquid solution, which was subsequently 
filtered to recover the black solid. 
Physical Methods 
The materials were characterized by Fourier transform infiared spectroscopy (FflR), X-
ray diffraction (XRD), laser Raman spectroscopy (LRS), and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
(XPS). Infixed spectra (4000-200 cm'') were recorded as Nujol mulls with a Bomem MB-102 
Fourier transform infi^ired spectrometer equipped with Csl optics. Laser Raman spectra were 
obtained using a Coherent S32-S0 diode-pumped solid state laser, (532 nm, SO mW at the 
source) a Kaiser Holospec fi'l.S spectrometer and a Princeton Instruments CCD (1100x330). 
XPS data were collected with a Physical Electronics Industries 5500 multitechnique sur&ce 
analysis ^stem using a monochromatic source; binding energies were calibrated with 
adventitious carbon assuming C Is = 284.6 eV. XRD was carried out using a Siemens 
diffi-actometer with Cu Ka radiation. 
The sur&ce areas of the compounds were determined according to the BET method using a 
Micromeritics ASAP 2010 instrument with nitrogen as the adsorbate. Molybdenum was 
determined gravimetrically as the S-hydroT^quinoIate.'^  Chlorine was determined by 
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potentiometric titration with a standardized silver nitrate solution. Quantitative elemental analyses 
for Pt, Mo, and S were completed with an ARL SEMQ microprobe. The instrument was equipped 
with wavelength dispersive spectrometers and operated at 10 kV and 25 nA. All powder samples 
were loaded in a drybox on double-stick carbon discs and placed in a sealed sample holder 
designed for air-sensitive samples prior to transfer to the microprobe instrument. Peak profiles and 
backgrounds were measured for standards immediately before the analyses. At least ten regions 
for each sample were analyzed, and the compositional data were averaged. 
Temperature-Programmed Reduction 
Temperature-programmed reduction (TPR) studies were completed using a 6mm O.D. 
4mm I.D. quartz reactor and Teflon lined stainless steel tubing. The sample temperature was 
controlled using an Omega 2010 progranunable temperature controller. A Varian 3600cx gas 
chromatograph with a thermal conductivity detector and a UTI lOOC residual gas analyzer 
were used to analyze the gas stream. Product separation in the gas chromatograph was 
carried out with a 8' glass lined Hayesep Q column. Before TPR PtMoS was heated to 800°C 
in flowing N2 to remove solvents present after synthesis. In TPR studies a 10% mixture of H2 
in N2 was fed over the catalyst with N2 flow held at 10 seem and H2 flow at 1 seem. The 
heating rate was held at 10°C/min. These heating rates were chosen to enhance the signal-to-
noise ratio while maintaining acceptable resolution. 
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Results and Discussion 
Stoichiometery 
Attempts to prepare the platinum molybdenum sulfide compound in pure methanol were met 
with problems due to the insolubility of the amine salt, leading to incomplete ion exchange of 
Pt(NH3)4Cl2*H20 with NaMoS. This was obvious after PtMoS had been dried and a second 
washing was completed. XRD conducted on the resdue of the dried supematent liquid after the 
second washing showed large peaks for Pt(NH3)4Cl2*H20 and NaCl indicating that 
Pt(NH3)4Cl2*H20 was present in the product after filtration. In contrast, Pt(NH3)4Cl2»H20 was 
readily soluble in water and resulted in the formation of a solid designated as PtMoSjHjO] when 
reacted with NaMoS. Small additions of water (S%) in MeOH also resulted in a solution that 
would dissolve Pt(NH3)4Cl2*H20 and facilitate the complete ion exchange reaction of 
Pt(NH3)4Cl2H20 with NaMoS to form PtMoS[H20]. The metal and sulfiir stoichiometery 
calculated for Pt(NH3)4(Mo6Sg)S*(H20) is Pti.oMo6S9.o. Stoichiometries found for the above 
materials were Pt geMoeSg^s for Pt(NH3)4(Mo6S8)S*(H20) synthesized in H2O and Pti osMoeSw? 
for Pt(NH3)4(Mo6S8)S*(H20) synthesized in a 5% H2O MeOH mbcture. These data indicate that 
complete ion exchange has taken place. 
Surface area 
In our previous work the sur&ce areas of reduced ternary molybdenum sulfides synthesized in 
water were substantially lower than surface areas of reduced ternary molybdenum sulfides which 
have been synthesized in MeOH. Similar trends were observed for these new reduced platinum 
molybdenum sulfides. The sur£u:e area for Pt(NH})4^06S8)S*(H20) synthesized in a S% 
MeOH/HjO solution was 87 m^/g. The sur&ce area for Pt(NH3)4(Mo6S8)S*(H20) synthesized in 
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HjO was 55 m^/g. Although these surfece areas are much lower than surfece areas for as-prepared 
LaMoS (200 m^/g), they are much higher than sur&ce areas for Chevrel phase materials (1 -2 
m^/g). 
Characterization 
The XPS spectra for the Mo and Pt are shown for the products of ion exchange reaction in 
water (Figure 2) and the ion exchange reaction in a 5% H20/Me0H solution (Figure 3). For both 
of these syntheses the Mo 3d region exhibits predominately cluster Mo peaks (Mo 3dy2=228.1 eV) 
with a very small amount of surface oxide (M0O3) at higher binding energies. Fitting of the Pt 4f 
region shows the presence of a platinum 4f^a peak at 71.9-72.3 eV. This peaks do not arise from 
Pt metal (Pt 4{,nr7\.0 eV) and is significantly different than Pt(NH3)4Cl2*H20 (Pt 4f^a=^3.0 eV). 
This platinum oxidation state could result fi-om the presence of Pt(NH3)4 '^^ . 
The infiared spectra for PtMoS|H20] and Pt(NH)4Cl2«H20 ^thesized in a 5% H20/Me0H 
solution are shown in Figure 4. Both of these spectra show peaks present at 1558, 1542, 1340, 
1325, 889, and 844 cm"^ which arise fi-om various N-H vibrational modes for the Pt(NH3)4^* salt. 
The similarity of these two spectra provides further evidence that the tetraamine cation is present in 
the compound. The peak at 383 cm'^  is characteristic of the Mo-S stretching mode in the MoeSs 
cluster compounds.^"^ Laser Raman spectroscopy was also completed on these samples and did 
not show any M0S2 formation on the as-prepared material. 
Conversion to the Chevrel phase 
High temperature reduction was carried out on PtMoS in an effort to convert this new 
reduced platinum molybdenum sulfide into the previously unknown crystalline Pt Chevrel phase. 
TPR was completed on PtMoS synthesized in a 5% MeOH/HjO solution (Figure 5). A hydrogen 
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consumption and H2O peak was seen at 280°C indicating the reduction of weakly bound oxygen. 
A second small hydrogen consumption peak and water production peak was seen at 46S°C. 
Hydrogen sulfide production began at 860°C and was accompanied by a hydrogen consumption 
peak. Previous work has shown that the removal of labile sulfur is necessary to convert 
amorphous lanthanum molybdenum sulfide cluster catalysts to crystalline Chevrel phase material.'^  
XRD completed after TPR to 950°C indicated that the crystalline Chevrel phase and small amounts 
of Pt metal and M0S2 were present (Figure 6). XPS completed on PtMoS after TPR to 950°C 
indicated that the most of sur&ce PtMoS cluster oxidized to form a sur&ce oxidized species. This 
oxidized surface species had a Mo3ds/2 binding energy of229. leV which is very similar to M0S2 
(229.5 eV) (Figure 7). The large size of these oxidized Mo3ds/2and Mo3d3/2 peaks indicated that a 
significant percentage of the surface was present in this oxidized suiftice state. LRS on PtMoS 
after TPR to 9S0°C showed small peaks at 408 and 384 cm'^  which are characteristic of M0S2. 
The XPS, XRD and LRS data indicate that after TPR to 9S0°C M0S2 forms on the surface of 
these catalysts; however the small size of the M0S2 peaks in LRS and XRD indicate that only a 
small amount of M0S2 is present in bulk PtMoS. 
Conclusions 
The discovery of the Na2x(MoeS8)Sx(MeOH)y compounds has resulted in a fttcile ion-exchange 
pathway to a large &nily of ternary molybdenum sulfides like the Pt(Mo6S8)S compound reported 
in this paper. Exploration of reaction conditions and metal salts has led to the use of aqueous 
conditions and Pt(NH3)4Cl2*H20 for the production of stoichiometric PtMoS. Infixed and XPS 
characterization support this material as a member of the M(Mo6Sg)Sx &niily of ternary 
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molybdenum sulfides. Furthermore, ion exchange with the platinum tetraamine salt leads to 
coordination of the Pt(NH3)4^* cation. 
High temperature reduction (950°C) resulted in conversion of this platinum molybdenum 
sulfide compound to the previously unknown platinum Chevrel phase, PtMoeSs. Further studies 
are currently being explored to improve the pretreatment conditions and produce a pure Chevrel 
phase without the Pt and M0S2 decomposition products. Recently, noble metal HDS catalysts 
have received substantial attention as possible deep HDS catalysts.^ The synthesis of these new 
cluster PtMoS compounds could lead to an attractive alternative to PtS2 and other platinum 
sulfides. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1. Structure of the MogSg hexanuclear cluster unit which is formed by a molybdenum 
octahedron and eight triply bridging sulfur atoms capping each &ce. Additionally, six terminal 
positions are located at the vertices of the octahedron and are occupied by either organic ligands or 
sulfiir atoms. 
Figure 2. XPS spectra for PtMoS[H20] synthesized in a H2O. Molybdenum 3d (a) and platinum 
4f (b) regions are shown. Corrected Mo 3d binding energies consistent with the MoeSg cluster unit 
(228.1 eV) and a small amount of surface M0O3 are detected in (a). The broad band observed at 
the lower binding energy side of the Mo 3d doublets arises from the sulfur 2s peak. Only one of Pt 
is deteaed in (b). 
Figure 3. XPS spectra for PtMoS[H20] synthesized in a 5%H20/Me0H solution. Molybdenum 
3d (a) and platinum 4f (b) regions are shown. Corrected Mo 3d binding energies consistent with 
the MoeSg cluster unit (228.1 eV) and a small amount of sur&ce MoOs are detected in (a). The 
broad band observed at the lower binding energy side of the Mo 3d doublets arises from the sulfur 
2s peak. Only one type of Pt is detected in (b). 
Figure 4. Infrared spectra of the PtMo6S9(H20) (a) and Pt(NH3)4Cl2*H20 (b). The peaks arising 
from theN-H vibrations are indicated at 1SS8,1542, 1340,1325, 889, and 844 cm''. The peak at 
383 cm'* in (a) is indicative of the MoeSg Mo-S stretching vibration. The peaks marked with an N 
arise from Nujol, the mulling agent. 
Figure 5. Temperature-programmed reduction of PtMoS. PtMoS synthesized in a 
5%H20/ME0H solution was heated to 1200°C in a 10%H2 N2 mixture at 10°C/niin. Products 
were analyzed using a gas chromatograph. 
Figure 6. X-ray powder diffraction pattern for PtMoS after TPR to 950°C. 
Figure 7. XPS spectra for PtMoS[H20] synthesized in a 5%H20/Me0H solution after TPR to 
950°C. Molybdenum 3d (a) and platinum 4f (b) regions are shown. Corrected Mo 3d binding 
energies consistent with the MoeSg cluster unit (228.1 eV) and a small amount of sur&ce M0O3 are 
detected in (a). The broad band observed at the lower binding energy side of the Mo 3d doublets 
arises from the sulfur 2s peak. Only one type of Pt is detected in (b). 
Figure 8. Laser Raman Spectroscopy of PtMoS after TPR to 950°C. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
The low temperature synthesis route discovered in our work yields a new group of 
reduced ternary molybdenum sulfide catalysts which contain the MoeSg cluster unit and thus 
are structurally similar to Chevrel phase materials. However unlike crystalline Chevrel phase 
material which have a low surface area (l-2m^/g), surface areas as high as 200m^/g were seen 
for these new reduced ternary molybdenum sulfides (LaMoS). The activity of LaMoS was 
shown to be comparable to that of Chevrel phase materials and has a post HDS surface area 
which is 30 times greater than Chevrel phase material. Post HDS characterization indicates 
that the cluster unit is present with no appreciable amount of decomposition to M0S2 or 
molybdenum metal. 
Thermal effects can greatly alter the surface area and pore structure of these materials. 
Surface areas dropped fi'om 200 m^/g for the as-prepared material to 13 m^/g after 
pretreatment at 800°C in flowing H2 for 4 hours. A change in average pore diameter fi'om 
60A for the as-prepared material to 280A after pretreatment at 800°C was seen. This loss in 
surface area and increase in average pore diameter resulted fi'om small pores collapsing. 
Pretreatment at 400°C resulted in the lowest post HDS average pore diameter which could be 
a reason why pretreatment at 400°C yielded the most active catalyst. 
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After pretreatment at temperatures less than 800°C a surface oxidized species was 
seen in XPS. Temperature-programmed desorption showed that as LaMoS was heated, H2O, 
MeOH, CO2 and H2 evolved from the catalyst. XPS indicated that the surface oxidized 
species was present after this gas evolution was complete. In temperature-programmed 
reduction, two water production peaks were seen indicating that two types of oxygen 
containing species were reduced. XPS indicated that the high temperature H2O production 
peak in TPR resuhed from the reduction of the partially oxidized surface species. 
The low temperature H2O peak in TPR resulted from the reduction of a weakly bound 
oxygen atom. TPR of LaMoS pretreated in H2S resulted in sulfiir being present in these easily 
reducible sites. This result indicates that either sulfur or oxygen can adsorb on these catalysts. 
Under HDS conditions at 400°C in flowing H2, the sulfur or oxygen present in these sites 
would be reduced, leaving these sites available for HDS reactions. 
TPR in conjunction with XRD showed that the removal of sulfur was necessary in the 
conversion of amorphous La(Mo6Sg)Si.s to the crystalline Chevrel phase (LaMoeSg). This 
reduction occurred at 1000°C in a 10% H2 environment and at 800°C in an undiluted H2 
environment. In an undiluted H2 environment this reduction was nearly complete by 1200°C. 
One advantage of this new low temperature synthesis route stems from the ability to 
incorporate new ternary metals into the MMoS structure. A new PtMoS material has been 
synthesiszed. This new Pt(Mo6Sg)S material has a high surface area of 87m^/g and retains the 
MoeSg cluster characteristic of these materials. Reduction at high temperatures results in the 
formation of the previously unknown platinum Chevrel phase. Recent work has shown that 
noble metal sulfides are active towards HDS of dibenzothiophene and substituted 
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dibenzothiophenes. This new reduced platinum molybdenum sulfide could be an attractive 
alternative to IHS2 and other noble metal HDS catalysts. 
Recommeadations 
1. These new reduced ternary molybdenum sulfide catalysts have unique 
properties that could make them very attractive for a number of uses in both hetero 
atom removal and synthesis. Our work has primarily dealt with the ability of these 
catalysts to perform HDS reactions involving thiophene and benzothiophene. As 
environmental legislation becomes more stringent, there will be a new focus on HDS 
of dibenzothiophene and more importantly 4,6-dimethyldibenzothiophene. The ability 
of both LaMoS and PtMoS to perform these reactions should be investigated. 
3. Temperature-programmed desorption experiments with probe molecules such as 
COS, CO, and NO should be completed to attempt to look at the nature of the 
adsorption sites on these catalysts. Volumetric chemisorption experiments should also 
be completed in an effort to determine how the number of active sites are changing 
during pretreatment and under HDS conditions. 
4. New pretreatment methods for PtMoS which could yield pure Chevrel phase PtMoS 
should be attempted. Parameters such as heating rate, cooling rate, feed composition, 
and pretreatment temperature should be examined. 
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5. Another important process in hydroprocessing is hydrodenitrogenation (HDN) 
The ability of these new reduced ternary molybdenum sulfides to conduct HDN should 
be determined. 
6. Mechanistic studies involving benzothiophene and ethyl benzene should be completed 
to determine the relative rates of the hydrogenation pathway and hydrogenolysis 
pathway for HDS of benzothiophenic molecules. 
7. Supporting these new reduced ternary molybdenum sulfides would make them more 
attractive for new applications, and would allow us to better compare these materials 
with industrially used HDS catalysts. 
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APPENDIX A 
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR THE SYNTHESIS OF 
NAMOS 
Key Topics 
A. Use appropriate amounts of vacuum grease 
B. Make sure all joints are tightly sealed 
C. Keep liquid nitrogen in the cold traps 
D. When connecting glassware to vacuum lines always evacuate tubing and 
connections to less than SO microns to ensure no leaks are present. 
E. Make sure glassware is clean and free from contamination. 
F. Always use rubber bands to secure glassware 
1. Load the following into the drybox; 
• SOOml side arm flask 
• large medium frit filter 
• 3-neck 1 liter flask 
• 3 spatulas 
• large mortar and pestle 
• 2 septa 
• stir bar 
2. Weigh out the appropriate amounts of anhydrous NaSH, anhydrous NaOEt and 
anhydrous M06CI12 into separate aluminum weighing dishes. 
For large scale prep use: 
NazMoS (24.0g MoeClu, 16.14g NaSH, 9.78g NaOEt) 
NasMoS (24.0g M06CI12, 20.28g NaSH, 11.40g NaOEt) 
For smaller prep use a fraction of the above amounts 
3. Add NaOEt to the mortar and grind out the chunks. Add MoeCl 12 and NaSH to the 
mortar. 
4. Make a mechanical mixture of the M06CI12, NaSH, and NaOEt. Take care not to use 
excessive force when M06CI12 is in the mortar or it will become a yellow color. Note 
anhydrous M06CI12 is orange, NaSH is white and NaOEt is either white or yellow. 
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5. Transfer the well-mixed mechanical mixture from the mortar to the 1-L 3-neck flask. 
Add stirbar and connect glassware as shown in Figure 1. 
6. Prepare dry, degassed butanol in a separate flask by placing 4A molecular sieves and 
SOO or 1000 ml of butanol in a SOOml or IL side arm flask. With the stopcock closed bring 
the butanol to a boil on a heating mantle with a septum sitting lightly on the large opening of 
the flask. After the septum pops off let the butanol boil vigorously for 3 minutes then open 
the stopcock, replace the septum, and let it boil for another 1 minute. Remove the butanol 
fi-om the heating mantle and close the stopcock. Let the butanol cool to room temperature. 
7. Attach the filtration catalyst system shown in figure 1 to the vacuum lines and pull a 
vacuum on the catalyst. Be very careful of leaks in the vacuum system. After a vacuum of 
<50 microns has been obtained on the catalyst filter system close all stop cocks and valves on 
the system. 
8. Put a nitrogen purge on the degassed butanol through the side arm flask. Insert a 
1/16" O.D. canula into the butanol through the septum covering the large opening and wait 
until butanol trickles out of the canula. Insert the canula into the septum in the 3 neck IL 
flask. Butanol should begin to flow into the flask containing M06CI12, NaMoS, and NaOEt. 
Begin stirring the mixture immediately. Note the bubble evolution resulting from the heat of 
adsorption boiling the butanol. 
9. After adding the desired amount of butanol remove the canula from the 3-neck flask 
first and then remove the canula from the side arm flask containing the dried degassed 
butanol. N2 should now be allowed to flow into the catalyst filtration system to allow the 
system to come to a pressure slightly greater then 1 ATM. 
10. If chunks of MoeCIn, NaMoS, and NaOEt form on the bottom of the 3-neck flask use 
a combination of a magnet, stir plate and a stir bar to break up the chunks. 
11. In order for the catalyst to reflux in butanol under inert conditions a condenser needs 
to be hooked up to a void space and a mineral oil bubbler as can be seen in figure 2. 
12. Open the valve to the N2 line and purge the line for 2 minutes to make sure it is air-
free. On top of a stir plate and a heating mantle begin a purge on the catalyst filtration system. 
While purging, remove the side septum and replace it with the condenser. Make sure to use 
vacuum grease on the base of the condenser. Allow the system to purge for about IS 
minutes. 
13. While purging and stirring at slow speeds bring the butanol to a gentle reflux. While 
the system is heating the N2 purge on the system can be stopped by shutting the stopcock. 
14. Allow the NaMoS to reflux for 4-5 days with the stir bar set at slow speed. Be careful 
to keep a positive pressure on the system. 
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15. After refluxing, the catalyst must be cooled before filtration. A nitrogen purge must 
be put on the system as it cools, since the vapor pressure of butanol will decrease. 
16. After the catalyst has come to room temperature continue purging as the condenser is 
replaced with an adapter cap as shown in Figure 3. 
17. Make sure the adapter crap is closed and attach a vacuum line to the side arm flask on 
top of the filter. 
18. With rubber bands attached to prevent the adapter cap from falling off the system, 
carefully invert the catalyst filter system and begin filtering the NaMoS fi'om the butanol. 
After the vacuum line has been purged to less then SO microns wait IS minutes to allow a 
cake to form and a vacuum can be pulled on the side arm flask to increase the rate of 
filtration. It is important to keep liquid N2 in the vacuum line cold traps during this time. 
19. After the NaMoS has been filtered, put a nitrogen purge on the catalyst filtration 
system and a separate side arm flask. While purging, remove the side arm flask containing the 
butanol and replace it with another side arm flask which has previously been purging. 
Immediately pull a vacuum on the system to less then 50 microns and allow to dry for 48hrs. 
It is very important to keep liquid nitrogen in the cold traps during this time and to have a 
pressure of less then SO microns. 
20. With the dry NaMoS under vacuum, put the entire sealed assembly in the drybox. 
21. Prepare degassed methanol in the same manor that dry degassed butanol was prepared 
(Step 6). 
22. Load the following into the drybox: 
• 500ml side arm flask with stopcock 
• large medium fiit filter 
• 3 neck lliter flask 
• 3 spatulas 
• large mortar and pestle 
• 1 septum 
• 1 adapter cap 
• stir bar 
23. Move the NaMoS with the stirbar to the IL 3-neck flask and attach the glassware as 
shown in Figure 3. Make sure to use vacuum grease on all of the ground glass joints and to 
attach rubber bands to prevent leaks. 
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24. Remove assembly from the drybox after making sure all of the valves are closed and 
all the joints are tight 
25. Attach the NaMoS filtration system to a vacuum line and after all of the lines are 
purged pull a vacuum of less then SO microns on the system. Close the system off from the 
vacuum line. 
26. Attach the degassed dry methanol to the vacuum line. After the line is purged put a N2 
purge on the methanol. 
27. Insert the blunt end of the small canula into the purging methanol and wait until a 
trickle of methanol comes out of the canula. Insert the other end of the canula into the 
septum on the 3-neck flask of the NaMoS filtration system. Add desired amount of methanol 
to the system. Remove the canula from the 3-neck flask first and then remove the canula from 
the methanol. Backfill the NaMoS catalyst system with N2. 
28. Stir the NaMoS and methanol for a period of time greater than S hours. Then stop the 
stirring and allow the catalyst to settle for 2 hours. 
29. Evacuate a clean side arm flask with septum to a pressure of less then SO microns. 
30. With a N2 purge on the NaMoS catalyst system insert the sharp end of the small canula 
into the methanol and the other end into the evacuated side arm flask. Proceed to decant the 
methanol from the NaMoS. Tilting the 3-neck flask can help in decanting the methanol. 
31. Repeat steps 24-29 2 more times 
32. Repeat steps 24-26 one time 
33. Stir the NaMoS and methanol for a period of time greater than S hours. 
34. Filter and dry the NaMoS in the same manor as described in steps 18 and 19. 
3 S. Put the evacuated filtration system containing the dry NaMoS into the dry box and 
store it in a sealed container. 
36. Take SOmg of catalyst out of the dry box and perform chlorine analysis to determine 
the amount of chlorine in the catalyst. The standard operating procedure for this is in 209 
Wilhelm. 
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APPENDIX B 
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR THE SYNTHESIS OF 
LAMOS 
Key Topics 
A. Use appropriate amounts of vacuum grease 
B. Make sure all joints are tightly sealed 
C. Keep liquid nitrogen in the cold traps 
D. When connecting glassware to vacuum lines always evacuate tubing and 
connections to less than SO microns to ensure no leaks are present. 
E. Make sure glassware is clean and free from contamination. 
F. Always use rubber bands to secure glassware 
1. Load the following into the drybox: 
• 2 500ml side arm flasks 
• 2 stop cocks 
• small medium frit filter 
• 2 or 3-neck flask 
• 3 spatulas 
• large mortar and pestle 
• 2 septa 
• Adapter cap 
• 2 stir bars 
2. Weigh out the appropriate amounts of La(N03)3 into a weighing dish and transfer it to 
a SOO ml side arm flask. Insert a stir bar into the flask with the La(N03)3 and insert a septum. 
Close the stop cock on the side arm flask to seal off the La(N03)3-
3. Weigh out appropriate amount of NasMoS into a weighing dish and transfer it a 3-
neck round bottom flask. Insert a stir bar into the flask. Attach the glassware as shown in 
Figure 1. Note a small filter or large filter can be used in this synthesis. If a small filter is used 
a two neck flask can be used. 
4. After attaching rubber bands to secure the glassware, close all valves and stopcocks in 
the catalyst filter system and remove all the glassware from the drybox. 
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5. Prepare dry, degassed methanol in a separate flask by placing 4A molecular sieves and 
SOO or 1000 ml of methanol in a 500ml or IL side arm flask. With the stop cock closed bring 
the methanol to a boil on a heating mantle with a septum sitting lightly on the large opening of 
the flask. After the septum pops off let the methanol boil vigorously for 3 minutes then open 
the stopcock, replace the septum, and let it boil for another 1 minute. Remove the methanol 
from the heating mantle and close the stopcock. Let the methanol cool to room temperature. 
6. Pull a vacuum of less than 50 microns on the 500 ml side arm flask containing the 
La(N03)3. 
7. After purging the lines put a N2 purge on the dry degassed methanol. 
8. Add 500ml of methanol to the La(N03)3. Stir until the La(N03)3 dissolves. 
9. Attach the NaMoS flhration system to the vacuum lines and set the NaMoS on top of 
a stir plate. Purge all of the lines after the NaMoS filtration system is attached to the vacuum 
lines. Pull a vacuum of less than 50 microns on the NaMoS filtration system and close all 
valves thus sealing the glassware off fi'om the vacuum lines. 
10. After purging the lines put a N2 purge on the dissolved La(N03)3 methanol solution. 
11. Insert blunt end of the canula into the La(N03)3 methanol solution. After methanol 
begins to trickle out of the free end of canula insert it into the septum on three neck flask(or 
2-neck flask if the small filter is being used). Transfer all of the methanol La(N03)3 solution 
into the NaMoS filtration system. After all of the methanol has been transferred, remove the 
canula from the catalyst filtration system and then remove the canula fi'om the 500ml side arm 
flask which contained the methanol and La(N03)3. 
12. Begin stirring the NaMoS and La(N03)3 methanol solution. 
13. After purging the lines, backfill the catalyst filtration system with N2 so that it has a 
slight positive pressure. Shut all valves on the system and let it stir for 1 day. 
14. With rubber bands attached to prevent the adapter cap fi'om falling off the system, 
carefully invert the catalyst filter system and begin filtering the LaMoS fi'om the methanol. 
After the vacuum line has been purged to less then 50 microns wait 15 minutes to allow a 
cake to form. Then a vacuum can be pulled on the side arm flask to increase the rate of 
filtration. It is important to keep liquid N2 in the vacuum line cold traps during this time to 
prevent contamination of vacuum pump oil with solvent. 
15. After the LaMoS has been filtered, put a nitrogen purge on the catalyst filtration 
system and a separate side arm flask. While purging, quickly remove the side arm flask 
containing the methanol and replace it with another side arm flask which has previously been 
purging. Immediately pull a vacuum on the system to less then 50 microns and allow it to dry 
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for 24hrs. It is very important to keep liquid nitrogen in the cold traps during this time and to 
have a pressure of less then SO microns, indicating that no leaks are present. 
16. While under vacuum, close all valves and remove the LaMoS filtration system from 
the vacuum lines. Load the system into the drybox along with a long spatula and a labeled vial 
to store the catalyst. 
17. Weigh the catalyst and store it for future use. 
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APPENDIX C 
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR TEMPERATURE-
1. In the dry box load 200mg of catalyst into a sample tube. Two types of sample tubes 
can be used. A V*" stainless steel tube packed with quartz wool or a Smm O.D. quartz tube 
can be used. To prevent contamination valves need to be placed on both ends of the reactor. 
2. When loading the reactor do not pack the catalyst too tight. This can lead to a large 
pressure drop in the reactor and blow through can occur 
3. If quartz tubes are being used, take care not to use excessive force with the graphite 
ferrules. Quartz tubes are brittle and can easily be broken. 
4. Begin inert gas flow on TPA system before attaching reactor to purge the gas lines. 
With inert flowing attach reactor to TPA system and open valves. 
5. Pack K-wool around the reactor to insure good insulation. Heat trace all lines coming 
from the reactor too greater than 110°C but less then 175°C. 
6. If you are analyzing for H2S use Teflon or glassed line tubing for all post reactor lines. 
7. Set temperature controller to desired ramp rate. Output settings should be; 
8. Install a 8' Hayesep Q glass lined column into the G.C. A .2Scc sample loop should 
be used for sampling the product line. Set Colunrn flow rate at 110 seem. Set column 
temperature at ISO^'C. Set G.C configure to the following 
PROGRAMMED ANALYSIS 
A. PR Band 1 
B. Reset 1 
C. Rate 1 
5% 
0.25% 
3.00M 
Initial Colunm Temp 
Initial Colunm Hold Time 
ISOX 
3.5 min 
225®C 
225°C 
275°C 
50°C 
Injector A Temp 
Injector B Temp 
Detector A Temp 
Detector B Temp 
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TCD A 
Attenuation 
Range 
Auto Zero 
Signal Polarity 
Filament Temperature 
Plot Speed 
Zero Offset 
Plot Signal 
Time Ticks 
Instrument Event Codes 
Initial Relays 
Relay Program 
Time 
State 
4 
0.05 
Yes 
Negative 
360°C 
l.OCM/MIN 
25% 
A 
No 
Yes 
-2 
0.01 
2 
9. Integration Parameters should be varied to enhance peak resolution 
10. To see how the reactor system should be con figured see figure 1. 
11. For TPD experiments set flow rate at 10 seem. 
12. For TPR experiments set flow rate at 10 seem (N2) and 0.3 seem (H2). 
13. Open star chromatography software and activate G.C by double clicking on it's 
module. 
14. Change the file name in TPD2 or TPR method file. 
15. Activate appropriate method file. 
16. Activate TPD2 or TPR sample list file. 
17. Activate the TPD2 or TPR sequence file and follow direction. 
18. Begin temperature ramp as automation begins. 
19. Record the time, temperature, run number, and computer file for each injection that 
takes place. 
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20. After the desired temperature is reached turn off the H2 flow and cool in N2 
atmosphere. 
21. After reactor has been slowly cooled shut the valves and remove reactor from the TPA 
system. Load catalyst into the drybox and store for further analysis. 
Carrier Gas 
Gas Chromatograph 
Hayesep Q 
TCD ^ Column 
MFC MFC 
1 
I 
1 
Figure 1 
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